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CHAPTER I

Railway Finance

THE first Railways that came into existence in the

world were the outcome of private enterprise, who financed,

built and managed the Railways, The entire risk or

responsibility for finance was that of the Companies,

formed by private individuals without no monetary help

from the Government.

Although the benefits to a country, where Railways are

made, are great, no credit is given to Railways, for anything

else than what they earn by carriage of passengers and

goods. Through the advent of Railways the Government

or the public treasury receives taxes from industries, which

again could not exist were it not for Railways. The

increased value of land, the gain to the cultivators by

greater sale of their products, and consequent gain to the

merchants, and the increased land revenue to the Govern-

ment all come through Railways ; and, further, in calcula-

tingthe benefits, which accrue owing to coming of Railways

the difference between the price actually paid by the

consumers and the price which they would have had to

pay had the goods been carried by roads, by carts or horse

wagons ought to be taken into account as well. Moreover,

the state gets concessional rates of carriage for conveyance

of mails, Government stores, military traffic, and thus

though Railways may be provided out of private funds, and

through private on joint stock companies, the benefits to a

country through Railways are manifold.
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In Great Britain, the Railway promoters, who built

the first Railways in the world, were private individuals

and had formed companies for purposes of financing,,

building and managing the Railways. They received no

financial assistance from the Government either in the

shape of an advance of a portion of the money on account

of capital, or loans, or a guarantee of minimum dividend

on the money invested by the companies. On the other

hand, they had to spend large sums of money in their

endeavours to get the bills sanctioning the Railways passed

through the Houses of Parliament, and, in bu> ing land

required for the building of Railways. The compensation

the Railways had to pay to the land owners was very

heavy.

In certain countries, however, the Government granted

advances of money on account of capital or gave loans, and

when Railways were opened and began to earn money the

first charge against annual Railway nett earnings (viz.,

gross earnings minus the working expenses) was the

yearly instalment payable to the Government on account

of redemption of loans or advances. In other countries,

the Government gave free gifts of land to Railway

companies in the commencement of the Railway era, and

in certain countries the private investors, or companies,

received assurance of a guaranteed minimum dividend, and,

whenever there was a deficit between the dividend obtaina-

ble on the actual nett receipts and the minimum percentage

of dividend guaranteed the deficit was made good by the

Government. In many cases, Railways provided out of

Government funds were made over to companies for

purposes of working and the contracts were so drawn as to

make the lessor and the lessee of the Railways into real

partners, both possessing an interest in the steady

advance of the business and in the nett revenues of the

Concern,
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A Railway founded by a private concern is run more or

less exactly on the same lines as a joint stock company
owned industrial concern, and thus a Railway compaay
looks to a steady and advancing return on the capital

outlay. A sound property, a stable financial policy and

efficient management are essential factors of success, and to

ensure continued success of a permanent nature it is

necessary that all repairs and renewals to a property should

be made in time, and, also that extensions to and improve-

ments in the property, to meet ever increasing demands of

public needs, should be effected in due time. It is necessary

for all these purposes to provide for adequate reserve and

depreciation funds, the latter to meet expenses of such

renewals and repairs as are required from time to time and

are due to ordinary wear and tear and age, and the former

to provide for emergencies and substantial and extensive

improvements. A reserve fund and a depreciation fund on

an adequate scale avoid debts or raising of further capital

when repairs, renewals, substantial improvements to an

existing property become due. Of course, to provide for

improvements or additions of a very substantial nature,

involving the spending of large sums of money, new or

further capital has to be raised or loans have to be incurred

and in the case of the latter provision of sinking funds, to

repay the loans, when their redemption becomes due, also

becomes necessary.

It is a false gain when large dividends are declared

without any provision being made for reserve, depreciation

or sinking funds, and when such is the case it is certain

that at not a very distant date either there will be no

dividends at all, at least for some years, or large loans will

have to be incurred for the rehabilitation of the Railway

property which will mean inflation of capital expenditure or

of the loan account and will, consequently, mean very low

dividends, It is, therefore, much the best thing to have
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the Railway property always kept up-to-date and in a

thorough state of repairs and to have funds provided out of

the revenues to meet renewals and improvements. If

these were done the result will be that there will be a

steady dividend which may not be very large in the begin-

ning, bilt if the bulk of the repairs, renewals and improve-

ments are provided out of revenue, the natural and

eventual result will be a higher dividend in the long run,

because more traffic will be carried and more money will

be earned though improvements and additions made out of

depreciation and reserve funds created out of the revenue

instead of by the raising of any fresh capital or out of

loans.

Now the Railways of U. S. A. are commercial concerns

of gigantic magnitude. Let us see how they were financed.

In the case of company owned Railways of U. S. A. the

position was described to be as follows :

" The Railways of U. S. A. may be broadly divided

into two classes, namely

(A) Those in which the shares are held by numerous

stock holders, none of whom has a prepondering interest in

the property.

(B) Those in which a prepondering number of shares

is held by a few individuals."

When the prepondering interest in a Railway or an

industrial concern is held by a few rich financiers, it may
so happen, and in some cases it does happen, that they

charge most of the (and even expensive) improvements to

revenue or income account, and the balance sheets of such

Railways naturally do not show handsome dividends, which,

however, is not always the case with the stock holders of

small holdings individually when they have most of their

savings invested in several industrial concerns and are

dependent to a certain extent on the dividends they can get
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from their investments. In the latter case the tendency is

to ask for larger dividends. The advantage of the former

is that owiug to a few millionaires controlling the destinies

of a concern they can afford to be content with smaller

dividends per unit, at least in the stage when large sums

are needed for improvements, betterments, etc. Thus the

public get a sound and improved property the business of

which to render service. And as this is effected without

much increase in capital expenditure the tendency is to look

to small profit per unit and to charge cheap rates and

fares in order to attract large amount of business so that

small profit per unit on a big amount of business may
bring in a large gain in the long run.

But there are evils of the monopoly of a few private

capitalists in Railway ownership because it takes out of

the hands of the public control of works of great public

utility. For instance in U. S. A. the Railways and other

industries have fallen into the hands of a few persons who

have grown fabulously rich. It is true that the Americans

as a nation are richer than any other, but it is also true at

the same time that the number of millionaires and

multimillionaires in that country are the effects of

monopolistic financial groups. They own the financial

banks, who in their turn finance the local banks and

industries and the Railway capital is controlled to a

large extent by such groups. At one time the "
trusts

"

were regarded as a source of great danger because the

tendency of such trusts was to dominate the business of

the country so that in spite of -democracy in the Govern-

ment of U. S, A,, there was a sort of autocracy in busi-

ness concerns in that country. However, safeguards have

been provided, and the Federal Government has got very

strict and powerful control over the rates and fares of and

service rendered by the Railways and the control is in-

creased by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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Also if Railways are the property of the state and are

run as great public works they ought to be run on these

lines as well, but the latest history of the German State

Railways, the Spanish Railways and of other continental

Railways have shown that without commercial management
there is considerable amount of wastage due to Railways

being overstaffed and extravagantly run, which eventually

led to bankruptcy and introduction of company management.

State-ownership and "State-management ought to avoid

the evils of monopoly of private capitalists, but there are

other even greater dangers. It is stated and has been

realised in some cases that there is a great deal of truth

in the saying that "under a democratic constitution State

Railways corrupt politics and politics corrupt State Rail-

ways." Thus private ownership and Government control

are found to be more suitable in England and America

because recent experience in Europe has shown that

State Railway systems are not a great financial success,

Anyhow, a Railway is a public concern or rather a

concern of great public utility even when owned by

private companies. This being so it is recognised through-

out the world that the Government should exercise some

sort of control and check over the finances of a Railway

with a view to see that its financial condition is sound,

because unless the financial condition of Railways is sound

they could neither render good service nor give cheap

rates and fares for a continuous period. First and fore-

most, it is important that a Railway is not expensively

built nor is it advisable that a Railway should be built

so cheaply as not to be able to render that service which

it is expected to give to the public. Then it is equally

important to see that the Railway management and opera-

tion are not extravagant and that there is sufficient money
to meet its obligations, i.e.> such obligations as should be

tnet out of its revenue. No money in a Railway can be
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said to have been wisely spent unless there is a direct

profit on the money invested, and, therefore, the actual

requirements of a Railway and the money that would be

necessary to fulfil all such requirements should be very

properly estimated, and the construction of a Railway
should never be allowed to be started unless and until

there is a security that all the money, that would be re-

quired to build and equip the Railway, according to esti-

mate already made, would be readily and timely available,

or else the successful completion of the enterprise would

be endangered. And above all, it is essential that esti-

mates of the traffic that the Railway would get to carry
and of the earnings should be carefully made and it should

be seen that there is no optimism about these. This hav*

ing been done the next important thing is to see that in

the preparation of construction estimates of a Railway
all expenditure on costly elaborations and on non-pro-
duetive works are avoided. According to the views of

some of the American Economists, substantially built

tracks and say double set of rails, for up and down

traffic, heavy structures and buildings should be kept in

abeyance and temporary and cheaper and lighter things

might be provided instead, unless it is certain that the

expenditure on more substantial and heavier lines and

structures would be more than repaid by the Railway get-

ting as much traffic as it would want to pay for such

expenditure in the near future. But at the same time

it is to be carefully observed that there is no false economy
which would entail heavy expenditure in the long run,

such as bad alignment of a Railway (which does not

directly serve important towns or marts), in order to avoid

heavy expenditure on land or heavy embankments 01

cuttings, etc.

In short, the success of a Railway depends first on

the judgment formed, as the result of very careful
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investigation, in the selection of the route of the Railway
and the part of the country through which this Railway
would be built, and, secondly, on the skill with which the

Railway is built with the intention of securing the

maximum amount of traffic expected to be carried in the

near 'future with minimum of expenditure in carrying that

traffic.

One can do no better than to quote the following from

Wellington's Economic Theory of Railway Location:
" In other words, reduction of first cost to the lowest

possible point is in logical or economic order, the first

consideration ; although therefore not by any means either

the most important or the governing consideration, That

this is so is easily seen, however often forgotten, It is not

only business like common-sense for the investors and

their servants, but it is sound political economy for the

community as a whole. It does not mean nor imply

cheap and shabby construction. It simply means An
Avoidance of Waste, either in saving money or spending

it. It simply means a recognition of the fact that every

dollar and everyday's work which goes into the ground

and does not bring something out of it, makes not only

the individual but the whole community the poorer. The

welfare of all mankind, as well as of investors in the

enterprises which employ engineers, depends upon the

skill with which the investment in its constructive or

manufacturing enterprises (destruction of existing capi-

tal) is kept small, and the productive or earning power

(creation of new capital) is made large. The difference

between the two is the so-called "profit" (net addition to

existing capital), which goes indeed into the control of

those who created it by perceiving the (supposed) opportu-

nity or necessity and using their own means at their own

risk to supply it: but it is not, therefore, for the .true

interest of any person or claps to make it less by increasing
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the investment, for otherwise there is waste which,

as it benefits no one, indirectly injures all. Not even

the labourer who uses up a portion of the wasted capital

is really the gainer ; for if, on the one hand, the capital

spent (z.0., destroyed) for construction or plant be needless-

ly large, although the poor man gains, for the time

being, wages which he would not otherwise receive from

that particular enterprise, yet it is as if he were paid wages
to turn a crank which ground no grist his time and his

work go for naught. If he spend half his time in this way
he must, in the long run, do two days' work for the wages
of one a condition which is nearer to existing in Railway

enterprises than is always realised or admitted.

On the other hand, if the proper margin of profit has

been reduced by reckless and costly economies, no one

gains even the semblance of benefit, while both the pro-

jectors and the patrons of the enterprise are heavy losers

the 'projectors in money, the patrons in convenient service.

These two vital truths, therefore, which directly result

from what has preceded, should never be forgotten; that

because a line will have or is expected to have a prosper-

ous future (because, perhaps, it is to be built by the State

for great reasons of State, or for any other reason will

have plenty of money in the treasury) there is, therefore

no justification in that fact alone for making it a costly

road as well.

On the other hand, no road is so poor that it can afford

to economize when certain additional expenditure will be

clearly very profitable."

Having so far touched the general aspect of Railway

Finance, mainly from Railway and Commercial points

of view it would now be useful if we next come to the

a
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question of Railway Finance in India, which had peculiar

conditions of its own. The Railways made in India were,

in the first instance, the property of the British Com-

panies constructing them, to whom the Court of Directors

of the late East India Company and the Secretary of

State for India had from time to time granted leases of

the land required for their undertakings, usually for nine-

ty-nine years, with the option of buying the property of

most of the companies at the end of twenty-five years

after the dates of the contracts. The Government had

also undertaken to pay to the Companies in London,

during their leases, interest at fixed rates (usually five

per cent.) on their capital. The contracts with these

companies provided that the sums paid by Government

in excess of the net traffic receipts on account of guarantee

of interest should be treated as a debt, due to Govern-

ment, to the repayment of which, with simple interest at

5 per cent., one moiety of any net earnings in excess of

the guaranteed interest was to be applied. But many

years elapsed before the net earnings of any one Railway

amounted to the figure of guaranteed interest, so that

large arrears of interest due to Government accumulated

which had to be cancelled at the time of purchase of the

Railways by the Government.

The Government also undertook to receive all receipts

and pay, all disbursements of the companies in India in

rupees, accounting to the companies in England in sterling

at the folio wing fixed rates of exchange :

Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway 2s. per Rupee

South Indian Railway ... Is. lid. per Rupee

All the rest ... ... Is. lOd. per Rupee

The loss to the Government on account of the actual

and contract rates of exchange proved considerable. Above

all, the Government was bound to pay a fixed rate of
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interest, whatever were the outlay and the results of the

undertakings. There was thus no incentive to the

companies to look to economy in constructing or working
the Railways. As these terms proved very onerous and

disadvantageous to the Government, the earliest opportu-

nity was taken by the Government to avail themselves

of the provisions of the contracts under which those lines

could be purchased either by cash payment or by means

of annuities terminable after a number of years. At the

time of purchase premiums to the extent of 20 to 25 per cent,

over and above the par value of the shares had to be paid

to the companies and this inflated the Capital expenditure

now shown in the Capital accounts of the Indian Railways.

Although the North Western, the Oudh and Rohilkhand

and the E. B. Railways were retained, after their purchase,

to be worked by direct state agencies, most of the other

Railways such as the East Indian, the Great Indian

Peniasula, the Bombay Baroda and the Madras Railways

were entrusted back to working companies under fresh

contracts, the terms of which were much more favourable

to the Government than were in the case of the old

guaranteed companies. The position of the Government

with respect to these companies WAS that the Government

was the owner and lessor of the lines and the companies

were the working agents or lessees.

The broad features of the fresh contracts entered into

with such companies were :

(1) that the company were to have a small amount of

share capital in the concern on which interest at rates

varying from 2 to 3i per cent, was guaranteed by the

Secretary of State out of the revenues of India,

(2) that in addition the company were to receive a

small share of the surplus profit earned by the Railway

after meeting all payments for interest on the capital at

charge, such share being based either on some fixed
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proportion or on the amount of capital contributed by the

Government and the company, respectively ; this arrange-

ment gave incentive to the companies to so work the

Railways and to develop the traffic as to be able to earn

surplus profits,

(3) that all transactions were to be taken to account

at the actual rate of exchange of Is. 4d. to the Rupee,

(4) that the Company were to keep the undertaking,

its rolling stock, etc., in thorough repair and in good

working condition to the satisfaction of the Secretary of

State,

(5) that on the termination of the contract the Govern-

ment were to repay to the working Company the amount

of its share Capital at par.

It would thus be seen that the Government in addition

to their interest in the correct division of profits were also

concerned to see that the property of which they were the

owners was kept in good condition and repair, and that all

fresh capital put into the line was profitably and economi-

cally spent.

Besides the Railways purchased from the old

British Companies some Railways had been originally

built bj the state while others were built by companies

mostly out of funds provided for by the Government.

The former were known as state owned and state built

Railways and the latter as " assisted Railways
"

; in most

cases both were leased to companies for working on some-

what the same terms as those mentioned in the foregoing

paragraphs.

After date of purchase of Railways by the Government

and in respect of the other lines just mentioned money
for capital expenditure was provided for by the Govern-

ment as follows :

(1) Out of surplus of general revenues of the Govern-,

ment and cash balances.
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(2) By raising of capital by the Government in

loan in India; or by Sterling loan in England; or

(3) By issue of the debentures in England on the

guarantee of the Secretary of State for India,

(4) Savings Bank Deposits.

(5) Appropriation from Famine grant for avoidaim

of debt.

(6) Half profits on Rupee coinage-

It might be explained here that there was a difference-

between ordinary debentures and Indian Railway deben-

tures issued in England Debentures ordinarily mean a

borrowing on mortgage of property to the extent of tb$

borrowing, but in the case of Indian Railway debentures'

tliQre is no mortgage of the particular Railway property*

in respect of which debentures were issued.

The debentures were, however, guaranteed by the

Secretary of State for India, So the debenture holders

had a greater security than even the mortgage of Railway

property. They had the security of the Secretary of

State for India, consequently of India and her resources.

Now to deal with the allocation of expenses between

Capital and Kevenue as it used to be some years ago. In

regard to allocation of funds between Capital and Revenue

Accounts the principle laid down was that the 'capital

account was to bear the cost of new works, of additional

rolling stock, plant and machinery, and substantial

improvements or of additions to old works, rolling stock-,

plant or machinery, including the cost of any temporary

new work, the construction of which was necessary for

the construction of the work chargeable to the capital, all

repairs and renewals being generally charged to the

Revenue Account. The allocation in detail was carried on

the following lines :

The expense of an additional length of Railway, or the

doubling of an existing line, the original construction o
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any work, including that of those intended to be ouly

temporary as well as of all additions to existing work was

charged to capital account.

When new lines formed a junction with an old Rail-

way, the expense of the junction and all its accompanying

appliances of stations, sidings, signals, etc., was chargeable

to capital account.

.The cost of additional stations and of any important

building not previously contemplated, which was added to

an existing station was charged to capital account. The

cost of maintaining in a proper condition the works, when

completed, was charged to the revenue account ; but if

any extraordinary casualty did occur, such as the destruc-

tion of a bridge by flood, the case was regarded as excep?

tional and the cost of construction or replacement was

charged to capital or revenue, or divided between them as

was deemed proper according to the circumstances of the

case. In relaying rails, if the original rails proved too

light, and additional strength in weight of rails was re-

quired the capital account had to bear the difference

between the eost of the new and improved rails, and that

of replacing the old rails by rails of singular character,

revenue being chargeable for relaying and all other

expenses. The same principle was applied to replacing by
iron sleepers those of wood originally laid down. The

proportionate increase on the weight basis or the difference

in cost, whichever was less under existing rules, was

charged to capital.

In the case of locomotives and rolling stock, capital

bore the first expense of any addition which was made to

the existing stock, and of any important improvement or

alteration which may be made in the same, as well as of

all machinery which is absolutely new, and not merely in

re-placement of old
;

but all repiirs and less important

alteration of the existing stock of engines, carriages! or
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wagons already paid for and handed over for working

purposes was. charged to revenue. The rolling stock and

plant, after being once paid for from capital, was kept up

by revenue to its full compliment.

Of late, the Railway policy in India has passed

through, and is yet passing through revolution, and

drastic changes have taken and are taking place. With the

taking over by the Government of the working of the

East India and of the G. I. P. Railways, there now remain

only 4 or 5 state-owned trunk lines (the B B. & C. I.,

the M. & S. M., the S. I, and the B. N. R., and the

Assam Bengal Railway) which are yet worked by com-

panies as lessees but the ownership and financial respon-

sibility lie with the Government of India.

We will next deal with the recent financial policy of

the Government of India in regard to state Railways.

For years, the question of separation of the Bailway Bud-

get from the General Budget was before the Government,

the Railways and the Public, but for various reasons this

separation could not be effected. In the meanwhile the

Railway expenditure, and consequently, Railway improve-

ments, trade and industries suffered and even repairs to

Railways were not carried out in time for want of funds

and the property depreciated in many respects. Moreover

owing to lapses of yearly grants sometimes works taken

in hand were left unfinished or there were losses due to

anxiety to spend money before the sanction lapsed.

Finally, the question was taken up by the Acworth Rail-

way Committee and the reasons advanced by the Com-

mittee for the separation of the Railway Budget were

briefly as follows :

(The following is a quotation from Appendix CO of

Railway Board Administration Report for 1923-24.)

"(/) That it was impossible to provide for the proper

development and efficient working of a continuous
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commercial concern by means of an Annual Budget system
which implied that the caneara went oat of business on

the Jilst March and started again on the 1st April ; that,

even allowing for exemption from the principle of lapses

at the close of each year, Railway Budgets, if incorporated

in the general revenues must in large measures assume

the periodical rigidity of the Central Budget and share

in the vicissitudes of General Revenues whereas in a

Commercial undertaking like Railways it is of the first

importance that expansion and contraction of expenditure

should follow on a more elastic basis the policy and

financial circumstances of the Railways themselves with-

out undue limitations in regard to periods and dates.

(it) That, so long as the two budgets were combined,

there was always the risk that Railways should come to

be subsidised out of general revenues.

(m) That, conversely, since a considerable portion of

Railway expenditure lecurs in cycles, the whole of the

excess of revenue expenditure in years in which ex-

penditure is low is diverted to meeting the cost of

other heads of expenditure und no reserve is kept to meet

the heavy Railway expenditure in years when expenditure

fa high.

(tv) That the Railways can only be expected to work

td a definite nett return over a period of years and that

this involves the complete separation of their budget.

(0) That from the point of view of the central budget,

the inevitable fluctuations of Railway revenue are a

seriously disturbing factor and that separation is the only

means of securing some measure of stability."

The Acworth Committee gave several instances of the

way in which the profitable development of Indian Rail-

ways had been hampered, and in order to meet these diffi-

culties so far as they relate to capital expenditure, the

Hallway Finance Committee, which was created after the
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issue of the Acworth Committee's Report, recommended,

and the Assembly after examining the local conditions

and the recommendations of the Acworth Committee,

agreed, that a definite amount of capital expenditure

should be guaranteed to the Railways over a period of 5

years at a time.

Further, in order to eliminate the retarding effect of

the old system under which there were lapses of sanctions

and there were no depreciation funds on the proper re-

habilitation of Railways, the position was recommended

to be improved by having a depreciation fund. But it

was admitted that the fund would not in itself provide a

complete solution. It provided merely for the replace-

ment of existing materials that were depreciating after

they had attained their normal life, but there were other

things to be considered, for example, it is known that

economies could be effected by introducing heavier rails,

engines, high capacity wagons, etc., and it often became

consequently necessary to scrap the existing material

before the end of its normal life. A part of this expen-

diture was properly debitable to " Revenue " and could not

be met entirely either from capital or from a depreciation

fund. In any case it was found not very practicable to

start a depreciation fund to be of any good use unless

provision was made for the arrear accumulation of such

a fund which should have been built up from the revenue

of previous years. To use the words of the Railway

Board,
" It would not however be convenient for the

general revenue to provide the arrears at the present time

or to forego all revenue from the Railways until these

arrears have been paid up in full, while, on the other

hand, the Railway Administration have little to gain

from the immediate payment in one lump sum of the

money which will only be required and can only be used

over a period of years. The only method, under the

3
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circumstances of providing for the institution of a depre

ciation fund is to allow for the obligation to make good

these depreciation reserves from the revenue of future

years in determining the arrangement to be made with

the Railway Administration.'*

Next to come to the revenue or operating expenses

which is largely affected by conditions of traffic which

cannot always be foreseen. As to receipts, that is, the

income, the separation of budgets, viz., of the Railway

Budget from the General Budget of the Government of

India, was necessary. The whole object of the Railway

Budget was to make the Railways self-supporting and

workable as proper commercial undertakings so that

while they would be able to pay their own way as to ex-

penses, interest on loans, to create depreciation, sinking

and reserve funds, they should at the same time be able

to so fix the rates and fares and to so improve and expand
the Railway service in India as to meet all the increasing

demands of the public, and this could only be done with

complete freedom on the part of the Railways to regulate

the rates, service and expenditure according to circums-

tances as they arose from year to year.

The only objection raised by the Acworth Committee

to the separation of the Railway Budget was stated in

Paragraph 80 of their Report. The Secretary of State

in the year 1900 had said that so long as the Railway

depended for money on the Government, they must neces-

sarily share in the vicissitudes of the public finances.

While it was admitted that money for Indian Railways,

that are the property of the state, should continue to be

raised by the Central Government, and not by the Rail-

ways individually or by a new machinery to be appointed

by the Railway Board, this should not have affected any

scheme for the separation of the Budget. But it was true,

Jipwever, that with the separation, the Railways must fincj
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from their own earnings the monies required for the ful-

filment of their liabilities, including their liability in res-

pect of loans,
" no matter what agency was employed to

raise the loan." Then as to the creation of state Rail-

way reserve fund it was also to be agreed upon that at

times of financial emergency the state must reserve for

itself the right to use any part or whole of the Railway

reserves, to restrict Railway borrowings or to curtail

Railway expenditure. What the Railway Board pointed

out was "
the fact that the fate of the Railway is neces-

sarily involved in the fate of the state does not seem to

constitute an objection to the separation of the Budgets

as a normal arrangement for ordinary times." They fur-

ther observed,
" A similar reserve power of raiding pro-

vincial finances in times of stress has been provided in

Devolution Rule 19, but this has in no way affected the

independence of the provinces in the framing of their

budgets."

What was aimed at by the separation of the Railway

Budget was " that the Railways should be as free as pos-

sible to manage their own affairs
" and be responsible for

their own finance.

But it was admitted that state ownership of Indian

Railways involved the imposition of certain restraints

because of the relation in which the Railways stood to

the public finances, to the Legislature, to the other

branches of the administration, and to the Secretary

of State. For the above reasons and also in view of

the fact that the Railways of India were for many years

not a financial success and the state suffered losses, it

was necessary that along with control on the part of the

Assembly on Railway Finance (i>e. y such control as the

Assembly in its present stage can exercise under its powers

and functions) the Railways should contribute something

to the General Exchequer.
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The Afcworth Committee recommended in paragraphs

74 and 75 of their Report tint the Railways should pay

to the exchequer not more than the annual interest on the

debt incurred by the state for Railway purposes.

Finally, on 20th September, 1924, in order to relieve

the general budget from the violent fluctuations caused

by the incorporation therein of the Railway estimates and

to enable Railway to carry out a continuous Railway policy

based on the necessity of making a definite return to

general revenues on the money expended by the state on

Railway, the Legislative Assembly passed and adopted

the following resolution, which is being acted upon :

"( 1
)

The Railway finances, shall be separated from the

general finances, of the country and the general revenue shall

receive a definite annual contribution from Railways which

shall be the first charge on the net receipts of Railways,

(2) The contribution shall be based on the capital at

charge and working results of commercial lines, and shall

be a sum equal to one per cent, on the capital at charge of

commercial lines (excluding capital contributed by companies

and Indian States) at the end of the penultimate financial

year plus one-fifth of any surplus profits remaining after

payment of this fixed return, subject to the condition that,

if in any year Railway revenues are insufficient to provide

the percentage of one per cent, on the capital at charge

surplus profits in the next or subsequent years will not

be deemed to have accrued for purposes of division until

such deficiency has been made good.

The interest on the capital at charge of, and the loss

in working, strategic lines shall be borne by general reve-

nues and shall consequently be deducted from the contri-

bution so calculated in order to arrive at the net amount

payable from Railway to general revenues each year.

(3) And surplus remaining after this payment to

general revenues shall be transferred to a Railway reserve ;
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provided that if the amount available for transfer to

the Railway reserve exceeds in any year three crores of

rupees only two-thirds of the excess over three crores

shall be transferred to the Railway reserve and the remain-

ing one-third shall accrue to general revenues.

(4) The Railway reserve shall be used to secure the

payment of the annual contribution to general revenues ;

to provide, if necessary, for arrears of depreciation and for

writing down and writing off capital \
and to strengthen

the financial position of Railways in order that the services

rendered to the public may be improved and rates may be

reduced,

(5) The Railway administration shall be entitled,

subject to such conditions as may be prescribed by the

Government of India, to borrow temporarily from the

capital or from the reserves for the purpose of meeting

expenditure for which there is no provision or insufficient

provision in the revenue budget subject to the obligation

to make repayment of such borrowings out of the revenue

budgets of subsequent years.

(6) A Standing Finance Committee for Railways
shall be constituted consisting of one nominated official

member of the Legislative Assembly who should be chair-

man and eleven members elected by the Legislative

Assembly from their body. The members of the Standing
Finance Committee for Railways shall be ejc-officio

members of the Central Railw ays Advisory Council, which

shall consist, in addition of not more than one further

nominated official member, six non-official members selec-

ted from a panel of eight elected by the Council of State

from their body and six non-official members selected

from a panel of eight elected by the Legislative Assembly
from their body.

The Railway Department shall place the estimate

of Railway expenditure before the Standing Finance
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Committee for Railways on some date prior to the date for

the discussion of the demand for grants for Railways and

shall, as far as possible instead of the expenditure pro-

gramme revenue, show the expenditure under a deprecia-

tion fund created as per the new rules for charge to

capital and revenue.

(7) The Railway budget shall be presented to the

Legislative Assembly if possible in advance of the general

budget and separate days shall be allotted for its discus-

sion, and the Member in charge of Rail wa>s shall then

make a general statement on Railway accounts and work-

ing. The expenditure proposed in the Railway budget,

including expenditure from the depreciation fund and the

Railway reserve, shall be placed before the Legislative

Assembly in the form of demands for grants. The form

budget shall take after separation, the detail it shall give

and the number of demands for grants into which the total

vote shall be divided shall be considered by the Railway

Board in consultation with ths proposed Standing Finance

Committee for Railways with a view to the introduction

of improvements in time for the next budget, if possibte,

(8) These arrangements shall be subject to periodic revi-

sion but shall be provisionally tried for at least three

(9) In view of the fact that the Assembly adheres to

the resolution passed in February 1923, in favour of State

management of Indian Railways, these arrangements

shall hold good only so long as the East Indian Railway

and the Great Indian Peninsula Railway and existing

State managed Railways, remain under State manage-

ment. But if in spite of the Assembly's rerolution above

referred to Government should enter on any negotiations

for the transfer of any of the above Railways to Company

management such negotiations shall not be concluded

until facilities have been given for a discussion of the
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whole matter in the Assembly. If any contract for trans-

fer of any of the above Railways to Company manage-
ment is concluded against the advice of the Assembly,

the Assembly will be at liberty to terminate the arrange-

ments in this resolution."

Apart from the above convention this Assembly further

recommends :

"(1) That the Railway services should be rapidly Indian-

ised, and further that Indians should be appointed as

Members of the Railway Board as early as possible, and

(ii) That the purchases of stores for the State Kail-

ways should be undertaken through the organisation of

the Stores Purchase Department of the Government of

India,"

The revised rules governing the allocation of expendi-

ture to capital to the depreciation fund and to revenue

account are as follows: (This is a quotation from Appendix
I) of Railway Board Administration Report for 1924-25.)

"1. Capital bears :

(i) the first cost of construction and equipment

of the line ;

('ii)
the cost of maintaining a section of the line

not opened for working ;

(iii) the cost of any addition to the line or the

equipment of the line when estimated to

cost more than Rs. 2,000, except of a tempo-

rary or experimental work
;

(iv) any excess in the cost of replacing a work or

article of equipment (except a temporary

or experimental work originally estimated to

cost Rs. 2,000 or less) over the cost at debit

to capital of the work or article replaced ;

Note 1. If a temporary or experimental work is re-

placed by a permanent work, the whole cost
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*of the permanent is charged to capital, if

estimated to cost more than Rs. 2,000.

Note 2. The total cost of replacing a work originally

estimated to cost Rs. 2,000 or less is charged

to capital, if estimated to be over Rs. 2,000.

(v) the cost of any appointments specifically

created for the supervision or construction

of a work chargeable to capital, and a pro-

portionate share of the cost of any such

appointments, where the cost of work is

chargeable partly to capital and partly to

the depreciation fund or to revenue ;

(vi) the cost of land.

2. Capital is credited with :

(i) the difference between the cost at debit to

capital of a replaced work or article and the

cost of replacement, where the cost of re-

placement is less than the cost at debit to

capital ;

(ii) the cost at debit to capital of any work or

article of equipment which is abandoned or

disposed of without being replaced.

3. The depreciation fund bears :

(i) the original cost of any of the units shown under

the following classes of assets when a unit is replaced :
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(it) the credit to capital under rule 2 when a complete

unit as described in clause (i) of this rule is replaced,

abandoned, or disposed of.

Note. The credit to ca
{
ital is given when the unit is

replaced, abandoned or disposed of.

4. The depreciation fund is credited annually with an

amount equivalent to the total expenditure to the end of

the previous financial year on all the units of each class
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of asset as described above divided by the number of years

assumed as the normal life of that class of asset provided

that no credit shall be given on account of any unit after

the period assumed for its normal life has expired. The

effect of the rule prescribed in the paragraph is that when

a unit is replaced or abandoned or disposed of before the

expiry of its assumed normal life the credit on its account

to the depreciation fund continues until the expiry of its

assumed normal life.

5. Revenue bears all other charges including :

(i) the cost of temporary and experimental works
;

(ii) the cost of any addition to the line or the equip-

ment of the line, when estimated to cost not more than

Rs. 2,000 ;

(Hi) such portion of the cost of any appointments

specifically created for the supervision or construction of

a work chargeable partly to capital and partly to the

depreciation fund or to revenue as is not borne by capital

under rule 1 (v) ;

(iv) the credit to capital under rule 2 when it is not

borne by the depreciation fund under rule 3 (ii) ;

(v) the original cost of any work or article of equip-

ment replaced, when it is not borne by the depreciation

fund under rule 3 (i) ;

(vi) the credit to the depreciation fund under rule 4.

6. Revenue is credited with any amount received

from the dispor-al of a work or article of equipment.
" Revenue" also bears all working expenses, details

of which are given below :

On Indian Railways, the working expenses are divided

under three main heads of expenditure, viz., Ordinary Reve-

nue, Programme Revenue and Fuel. Ordinary Revenue is

debited with the whole of the expenditure (exclusive of

cost of railway fuel but inclusive of its carriage on the
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home railway) that is incurred in order, directly or in-

directly, to maintain the railway, to operate the trains

and to perform the other services that the railway under-

takes to perform. Programme Revenue is debited with

the revenue portion of the total annual expenditure

(Capital and Revenue) incurred in order to improve the

railway, either to make it more efficient or to make it

capable of more extended service, and to pay for renewals

and replacements. Fuel is debited with the expenditure
incurred on the purchase of fuel intended for use on the

railway and with the cost of carriage thereof over foreign

railways.

The working expenses are divided into several Ab-
stracts and these are further subdivided into main heads,

sub-heads and items in detail First there are main ab-

stracts which contain details of expenses incurred by the

Engineering, Locomotive, Carriage and Wagon, and

Traffic Departments. The other abstract is debited with

charges incurred by Board of Directors and the Railway
Board, Agency, Audit, Stores, Medical, Police and Tele-

graph Departments.

And the last Abstract is debited with law charges,

compensation, rates and taxes, payments to other railways,

provident fund and gratuities,

The following are the different heads of expenditure :

Abstract A. Maintenance of structural works.

L General administration,

2. Track (Running lines, sidings and yards).
3. Bridges and Tunnels.

4. Other structural works.

5. Equipment.
6. Conservancy of rivers.

7. New Minor works and other miscellaneous ex-

peniet.
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Ordinary repair and maintenance,

9. Replacements and renewals.

Abstract B. Maintenance and supply of locomotive

power.

1. General administration.

2. Locomotives (a) Running repairs, (by Workshop
repairs.

3. Equipment.
4. New minor works, etc.

5. Total ordinary repairs and maintenance.

6. Running staff.

7. Fuel.

8. Oil, tallow and other stores.

9. Water, wages and stores.

10. Payments to other lines and Miscellaneous

expenses.

11. Replacement and renewals.

Abstract C* Maintenance of carriage and wagon stock.

1. General administration.

2. Coaching vehicles, ordinary repairs to and mainte-

nance of.

3. Goods vehicles, ordinary repairs to and maintenance

of.

4. Equipment and new minor works, etc.

5. Replacements and renewals.

Abstract D. Expenses of traffic department.

1. General administration.

2. Ordinary maintenance and repairs of traffic equip-

ment,

3. Station staff.

4. Train staff including their wages and overtime,

5. Other staff.
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6. Firess lights, General stores, Water for stations,

sheds and trains, and also water for transit.

7. Clothing for staff.

8, Stationery, forms and tickets.

9, Compensation for goods, etc., lost or damaged.

10, Other operating expenses,
* 11. Replacement and renewal of traffic equipment,

Abstract JE. Expenses of general department.

1, General administration, Home expenditure, Indian

management and control.

2. Agent's office.

8. Accounts and audit department.

4. Stores department.

5* Cost and pay department.

6. Medical department.

7. Telegraph,

8. Police,

9. Miscellaneous expenses.

10. Ordinary repairs and maintenance.

Abstract F. Miscellaneous expenses.

1. Law charges.

2. Compensation other than those included.

3. Rates and taxes.

4. Other expenses.

5. Miscellaneous expenses.

The business of a railway consists of two main branches,

viz., goods and coaching. The expenses of a railway to a

large extent apply to both equally such as general super-

vision, general charges, maintenance and renewal of tracks

and bridges, maintenance and renewal of machinery,

maintenance of stations, but there are many items of

expenditure
where the costs are direcfc for either goods
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or passenger service such as the cost of running goods

trains, maintenance of goods rolling stock, cost of operating

goods traffic in yards, goods sheds, etc., apply to goods

service whereas the cost of printing tickets, maintenance

of waiting halls, wages of booking and luggage clerks,

cost of running passenger trains, maintenance of passenger

rolling stock belong directly to poaching or passenger

service. As far as possible, where a clear demarcation line

can be drawn the expenses relating to each service may
be separated, but as a very large amount of the total

expenditure is common to both they are apportioned

between goods and passenger service in ratio of gross

ton mileage (the actual weight of the traffic plus the tare

weight of the train behind the engine, multiplied by the

actual distance run by trains, goods or passengers as the

case may be) of each. For this purpose there are certain

weights taken as equivalent to every passenger and every

animal carried by passenger trains.



CHAPTER II.

New Railway Projects.

No Railways can be made in India without the sanction

of the Government of India who have got to see that

(1) the Railway projects put forward would serve a

useful purpose ;

(2) the Railway would get sufficient traffic and would

be a paying one and pay at least 5^ per cent interest on

the capital outlay in the near future ;

(3) the Railway in question would not adversely and

seriously affect the interests of the existing lines ;

(4) the agency proposed to construct and to work the

line is suitable ;

(5) the Government or the promoters can supply the

capital required for the proposed railway, in due time,

The Bailway Engineer would make a survey of the line

and find out the proper alignment from an engineering

point of view, but it is the business of traffic officers

to see that the alignment is correct from traffic point of

view as well ;
in fact, the proper procedure would be for

the traffic officer to say where he wants the Railway and for

the engineers to say whether there are any unsurpassable

difficulties in making such a Railway, and what it would

cost. In the case of any deviation of the alignment laid

down the traffic officer should see whether such deviation

would make any serious difference in the earnings or not.
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I

Firstly, the traffic earnings have to be ascertained

mainly by finding out (1) the population, (2) the

area under cultivation of each crop, the production and the

surplus available for export, (H) the existing traffic by

roads, rivers, etc., and (4) the possibilities of future deve-

lopment in agriculture, trade and industries.

To be accurate it is essential to get out the latest

figures of population per square mile in the respective
" thanas

"
to be traversed by the Railway, by ^eniing out

reliable men to ascertain the population of the villages

within a certain belt on both sides of the proposed Rail-

way. The belt will vary according to circumstances in

each case; if the tract is bounded by rivers or Railways
which are competitors, the belt will be small but if the

rural transit facilities to the proposed Railway are good
the bolt will be larger provided that there is no compe-
titive Railway or river transit within easy reach.

Having ascertained the population, the next step is to

Had out what the Railway would get out of the popula-

tion. Now it is certain that all the pDpulation are not

going to travel, aai it is also equally correct to say that

many would travel several times in a year. The economic

condition of the people, their habits in respect of migra-

tion, and the travelling power (i.e.> the power of purchas-

ing transportation) should be carefully noted.

In the case of a short branch line of say 50 miles or

60 miles length, it would be unsafe to take more than

12 or It miles as the average distance to be travelled ;

in fact 10 miles would be more correct. On a reference to

Railway Board's Administration Report for 1925-26 it

will be seen that taking all the " Class I
" Indian Rail-

ways together, which include the big Trunk lines of great

lengths, the average distance travelled by third class

passengers was less than 34 miles,

5
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After fixing the average distance, and getting the

figures of population, the next step is to fix the fare. An

average fare of 1| to pies per passenger per mile would

be a fair average. To arrive at the passenger earnings,

ohe following calculations may be made :

Population x average distance X fare per mile.

The goods earnings are estimated by taking the pro-

ductions that are largely exportable, such as grains,

oil seeds, cotton, jute ; and in the case of edibles an aHow-

ance of 1 IB. per population per day may be made for local

consumption and the balance taken as available for export,

and the Railway rate for edible grain and oil seeds ought

to be taken at a lower figure per mile than for cotton and

jute. Having found out the quantity available for export

the next step is to see what are the present methods of

conveyance and the cost of such conveyance, but if the

Railway be a Railway of 40, 50, or 60 miles length,

rest assured that if there are roads to the places,

which the Railway would serve also, the Railway would

not get the traffic for a distance up to 20 or even 30 miles,

at least for some time to come, because carts will take

traffic in grain, etc., from the villages to the shops of

" Aratdars
"

in the marts and bring back return traffic in

salt, oil, tobacco, goor, etc. But in due course of time

as marts get established at the new stations, where

new merchants come, the traffic is secured to the Railway.

Therefore in the beginning low rates have got to be

charged and the estimate of the earnings of the goods

traffic should be made accordingly, e.y. y

(1) by estimating the surplus produce that would be

exported, on the basis already given,

(*) by estimating probable traffic in inward goods

such as, salt, tobacco, iron, goor, oil, etc., and also coal.

The Railway rates are taken for the purposes of esti-

mate on the basis of rates charged in iimilar cases on the
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neighbouring lines. Too high or too low a rate is rendered

somewhat impossible by the Government fixing the

maximum and minimum rates, although there is a wide

margin between the two. An all-round rate of th to

|rd pie per maund per mile is a fair rate for purposes of

estimate, the former for low priced commodities and the

latter for higher priced goods.

The next step is to deduct the working expenses,

which may be done by taking the percentage of working

expenses to gross earnings, either of the neighbouring

Railways of similar lengths or of Railways built and

worked under similar conditions ;
this percentage taken off

the gross receipts would give the net earnings. The figures

of estimated cost of building and equipping the lines and

of providing the rolling stock, workshops, etc., have to

be given by the engineers, and on the total capital

cost thus ascertained it is necessary to work out what would

be the percentage of the net earnings, after allowing for

depreciation fund, etc,, on the capital outlay. If the net

return is expected to be close on 5 or 6 per cent, per return

annum, the Railway may be recommended to be made.

The narrative District Gazetteers, the reports of the

land revenue settlement officers, the census reports and the

Statistical District Gazetteers, the maps issued by the Sur-

veyor General's Department (scale 1 inch to a mile), the

various trade statistics published by the Government, and

the local thana maps and the thana records of population

will be found to be very useful in making enquiries of

traffic prospects, and each thana officer besides being able

to give the figures of population of the different villages

under his jurisdiction will be able to give information

regarding attendance at fairs, Melas, market pUces, etc.



CHAPTER III

Railway Goods Rates.

Railways are made for the purpose of carrying

traffic, and the goods traffic consists of the requirements
of the people, for whom the railways are made. It is the

business of the railways to meet the wants of the people

to their fullest extent as far as possible. Consistent with

the idea of earning a reasonable dividend on the capital

outlay the railways ought generally to so fix their

charges as to reach the widest range of customers, i.e.,

the mass, and it is in meeting the wants of the widest

class that the railways make most of their profits, as the

traffic is more in goods consumed by the mass than in

those required by a few well-to-do people, or, in other

words, the traffic is greater in articles comprising neces-

saries of life than those of luxuries. The everyday require-

ments of the population comprise the most important items

of traffic. The volume of cheap goods requiring low rates

is far greater than that of goods which fetch higher prices

and thus can bear higher rates.

The freight traffic of Railways is classified for the

purpose of charge. The number of articles which are

classified is large. The railway goods classification con-

sists 'of numerous items; more than two thousand entries

appear in the goods classification. It has grown up

gradually. There are entries of almost every description

of traffic carried by the railways, from brooms to silk,

and there occur many names which may appear queer afc
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first sight such as, Avloo or Cheera (beaten rice), Oodbatti

(scented burning stick), Jow (barley), Kirby (stalks of

maize, Jowar or Bajra plants, the grains of which are

eaten by human beings and the stalks are given to cattle).

The practice of classifying goods is very old. The idea was

taken from English railways who again took it from the

old canal companies of England . For many years there

were seven classes on Indian Railways :

Special Class 4th Class

1st Class 5th Class

2nd Class X Class

3rd Class X Class

But during recent years, after the War, the Indian

Railway goods classification was revised and there are now

10 classes, into which goods are grouped. The number

of articles to be carried by railways being over 2,000 and

the classes 10, the grouping cannot possibly be either very

logical or systematic.

In the case of a community or of a nation or the rate-

payers of a town, the rich individually pay higher taxes in

proportion to those paid by the poor, although both receive

the same service from the >tate or from a corporation in the

way of protection, sanitation, roads, light, water, etc. The

rich pay to the State a higher rate of income tax, the

municipal taxes on their dwelling houses are also more

because of their being more commodious, comfortable and

of better type; taxes are assessed by municipalities on

basis of the rent-earning capacity of the houses, and the

rich pay more per individual although, for instance, the

consumption of, say water supplied by the municipality

to an individual rich may be less than consumed in the

house of a poorer man who has to do, for instance, all his

washing at home. The community exists by mutual help*
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It is true that the individual rich may pay more in pro-

portion to the payment made by the average man, but

collectively the mass or the poorer population pay more

than all the rich put together. So that even in the

matter of facilities, protection and service, both rich

and poor contribute towards them, because if only the

rich people wanted, say, electric lights, electric fans, filtered

water,, better drainage, better roads and had to provide

all this out of payments by the rich alone the cost to them

individually would have been much greater than when

such things are provided by taxation of all. The rate

of taxation differs according to income, lower rates

being charged to the poor and higher to the rich. The

same principle applies to the carriage of commodities by

railway. The higher priced goods pay a higher rate than

the lower priced stuff, but the latter contributes collectively

more towards the railway income because of its greater

volume.

Generally speaking, the fixing of classification is

considered from the following standpoints :

(i) Volume of business in a particular commodity.

(it) Volume of traffic per consignment.

(iii) Load per wagon for a consignment.

(iv) The value of the article.

(v) Continuity and regularity or otherwise of des-

patches.

(vi) The bulk and the proportion of weight to bulk.

(vit) Degree of risk attending transportation,

(viti) Any special facilities required, such as quick

despatch in case of fruits, vegetable, fish and other perish-

able articles.

The railway managers in fixing charges for carnage

have also to take into account whether commodities are

raw materials or in the first stage of manufacture, e.g.,

wheat or flour and which of these require low rates. When
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goods are sent loose or in bulk, such as stone, coal, sand,

the railway invariably requires the merchants to do loading

and unloading which is not included in the rates. As to

bulky goods there are, for instance, heavy logs, which on

account of their long length require double trucks, or

boilers, which require special wagons built for their car-

riage ; in such cases extra charges for lifting are made in

addition to the rates.

Goods like Docra cotton (loose cotton), unpressed

grass, loose jute, occupy much place in a wagon but give

comparatively small weights ;
for this reason a minimum

weight charge is made irrespective of load in the wagon,

which may be less than the minimum. Molasses

imported from Java packed in baskets, or earthen vessels

containing raw sugar or Gur (sometimes in semi-liquid

state) require special care in handling, although the

railway saves the risk by accepting such goods at the risk

of the owner, because of the fragile nature of the packing.

Empty boxes, or tins or drums that are being returned,

after making trips full of goods, are charged comparatively

lower rates than such bulky ^oods pay ordinarily because

the "returned empties
}J

carried at cheap rates save to the

trade the cost of pioviding new packing arid help to bring

more goods to the railway.

More or less, the earnings expected from the traffic,

its volume, the value of the article, the weight secured per

wagon, the regularity or otherwise of the despatches are the

chief factors in connection with the fixing of rates

for the main items of traffic such as coal, grain, timber,

firewood, pulses, oilseeds, salt, sugar, wheat, fiour, stone,

lime, iron and steel goods, cotton, jute, cotton and woollen

goods and all articles of everyday requirement.

Generally on the trunk Railways of India, the maximum
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and the minimum rates for the ten classes into which the

goods have been grouped are as follows :

Class.

First

Second

Third *

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

Ninth

Tenth

Within the maximum and the minimum rates there is a

wide margin to enable each railway to regulate its charges

according to the power of each railway, having regard to

cost of working, to lower the rates and the power of the

traffic to bear the charge, or, in other words, the maximum

rates of a railway are governed by the power of the traffic to

bear the rate (i.e., the rate at which the traffic would move

freely) and the minimum limit is the average charge,

which would cover the expenses and leave a margin of

profit at a reasonable figure, taking the business of the

railway as a whole.

Now to proceed to describe the various descriptions of

railway rates. There is, in the first instance, the ordinary

class or mileage rate for each class, which is generally the

maximum rate allowed by the Government. Next come

the scale rates for the various articles in which there is a

fairly regular traffic.

Scale Rates.

There are two kinds of scale rates in India, vi.
9
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telescopic and sliding. They are defined as under in one of

my books

" The difference between the sliding and cumulative

(telescopic) scales is this. Under the former the lowest rate

for the longer distance traffic applies on entire distance from

start to finish. But under the latter or the cumulative

basis the rate for the shorter distance is on a higher scale,

and thus for the commencing distances the rates are the

same for both long and short distance traffic, and it is only

for distances in excess of certain distances that the charges

are on a lower basis apply, and the higher and the lower

rates are added together to form the total rate for the entire

distance for long haul traffic under the cumulative basis
"

Under the sliding basis at the scale of ^ pie per maund

per mile up to 100 miles ; and | pie per maund per mile

for more than 100 miles, the charge for say 90 miles at

^ pie per maund per mile would be 18 pies, whereas

the rate for 103 miles at
jr pie would be 17 pies or the

charge for the greater distance would be lower than for

the shorter distance. In such cases, under the application

of differential rule (which requires that the charge for

the lower distance should not be higher than for the

greater distance, or the principle of this rule is that the

charge for the part should not be greater than for the

vvhole) the rate for all distances from 90 to 103 miles

would be made 17 pies and not 18 pies.

But under the cumulative basis the rate for 90 miles

would be 18 pies at 4-th pie per maund per mile ; and

the rate for 103 miles would be as follows :

From 1 to 100 miles at |th ... 20 pies

For 3 additional miles at ^t\\ . , , 1 pie (in a

round figure.)

Thus for 103 miles the rate would be ... 21 pies.

6
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Special Rates,

Next to coma to exceptional rates, which, are fixed

having regard to special conditions, the main amongst
them being competition with

(<i) Rival railways.

(b) River and sea transport.
-

(c) Land transport other than railways.

Also in

(^) Competition between ports.

(e) Competition between places of supplies.

(/) Competition between two or more industrial

centres.

(g) Competition between indigenous goods and im-

ported articles.

Exceptional rates are also granted to foster and

develop new industries, or to encourage agricultural

or mining operations on a large scale.

It is generally believed that long distance traffic

pays a railway better than short distance traffic, but in

India where the leads are very long, it is not always the

case that long distance traffic is better paying.

Taking the cost of maintaining the permanent-way,

stations, yards, buildings, and the staff at stations, etc.,

at a fixed figure and the supervision and general charges

constant, and repairs to rolling stock at so much per

so many miles run and the running expenses per hour or

per day, it is apparent that the more a wagon earns per day

or per year the better it is able to add to the earnings

and profits of a Railway. And this is attained by the

railway getting more traffic, up to the extent of the

carrying capacity of a railway, and by turning round

wagons quickly.

When the traffic is constant and regular, i.e., wagons

can get traffic as soon as they are returned back to the
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loading points; and the conditions are the same, >., for in-

stance there is empty running in one direction (both in the

case of long and short hauls) it pays better to carry com-

paratively short distance traffic at a higher mileage

rate than long distance traffic at low mileage rates.

The following illustrations will prove this.

LONG AND SHORT HAND TRAFFIC.

For 170 miles,

Rate ^th pie per maund per mile x weight carried per wa-

gon 500 mds. x length 170 miles = Rs. 56 (in round figures)

170 miles haulage of a wagon means 4 days in transit (2 days

on th3 outward journey and 2 days on the return journey)

at an average speed of 85 miles per day, plus 2 days

(one day for loading and one day for unloading) or 6 days

in all. Therefore, 365 days divided by 6 would give 61 trips

in a year for a wagon.

And 61 trips x Rs. 56 per trip would enable each

wagon to earn Rs. 3,416 in a year.

f'or 300 miles.

Now supposing the same kind of traffic was carried for

300 miles at j^-th pie per md, per mile, and the weight

per wagon was 500 mds, the earnings would be thus :

500 mds. x TVx 300 or Rs. 78. Taking 7 days for the

loaded and return empty journeys and 2 more days (one

for loading and one for unloading) it will be 9 days in all

or there will be (365-r-J)) 41 trips in a year. And 41

trips x Rs, 78 would enable each wagon to earn 's. 3,198

a year.

It is thus clear that in such cases the shorter distance

traffic pays better, and this is so because of the compara-

tively higher mileage rate and because of wagons being

turned round quicker and making more trips in a year,
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For 700 miles.

Rate T^-th pie per maund per mile x weight carried

per wagon 500 mds. x 700 miles or the length for which

the traffic is carried= Rs. 151.

700 miles at 100 miles per day would mean 7 days on

the outward, or loaded journey, and taking 5 days on the

return journey, of the wagon or 12 days plus 2 days (one

day for loading and one day for unloading) or 14 days.

There will be 365 -r- 14 = 26 trips. Now 26 trips x Rs. 151

per trip would give each wagon an earning of Rs. 3,926

a year.

The rate of y^th pie has been taken for 700 miles as

such a rate is permissible on traffic in coal and the last

example is really intended for coal traffic. This shows

that the long distance traffic is more paying in such a case.

Each case, therefore, has to be considered on its own

merits, and a general principle cannot govern all cases ;

one cannot take it for granted that long distance traffic

being a better paying traffic than short distance traffic,

long distance traffic can always afford low rates.

When, however, the length of a railway is long, or conti-

guous railways of long lengths belong to the same owner,

such as the State, then long distance despatches are worth

being encouraged, because such traffic keeps long lengths of

railways well employed, and the cost of carriage is, therefore,

well distributed ; and agriculturists, merchants, traders,

miners and factory owners are able to find markets for

their productions even at great distances away from places

where goods are produced. All these have the tendency to

increase the business of a railway and the trade and in-

dustries of a country, and greater amount of traffic carried

for long distances have the effect of reducing the cost, by

wagons running on their wheels, with goods in them,
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for longer periods in a year. And thus to secure these ob-

jects low rates for long distances, not only over one railway

but over contiguous railways, are desirable, so long as such

low rates leave a reasonable margin of profit, and the

long distance traffic at less paying rates is not carried

to the detriment of comparatively shorter distance traffic

at better paying rates, i.e., the railway should be able to

carry both the traffic, and has not got to sacrifice the more

paying business. And long distance traffic wagons, both

on the loaded and empty trips, have got to be moved fast.

It is the business of a railway manager to see that

the railway, to which he belongs, is fully occupied in

carrying traffic at rates which have a reasonable margin of

profit.

Main Principles and Factors that govern Railicay Rates.

Although a small country has often a brisk trade, a

large country like India has her own advantages. "A large

area, with vast agricultural and mineral productions, give

greater facilities for development of industries in which

concentrated specialisation is a marked feature." In

India, distances are great, and there are several ports

mainly catering for foreign trade, but these ports are at

the same time centres of great industrial and commercial

activities. It is true that for a long coast line such as

India has, the number of ports for internal traffic and

for coasting trade vessels, is very limited and ought to be

far greater in the interests of development of India's inter-

nal and interprovincial traffic at cheap rates, particularly

because, for very long distance despatches part rail and part

sea transit, provided that the port and transhipment facili-

ties are adequate and convenient, help to reduce cost of

transport and thus cheapen the price to the consumer.

When two or more ports are competing for any one
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territory, the
*
port which has better facilities and lower

cost of transport, will increase its trade. This remark

applies equally to trade centres other than those at

ports. Coal, iron or steel goods, in fact any industrial

or agricultural product, from a great producing centre

extends rapidly, under the influence of reduced railway rates,

until the railway rates approach closely those of rival

centres, One great factor to be taken into account,

in connection with the expansion of trade through the

help of the railways, is that if there be an increased

supply, either due to the opening out of new coal-fields or

of new industries or to new agricultural districts being

tapped, the prices will go down both immediately and

ultimately if the demand remains constant, but this is not

likely to lead to expansion of traffic to any appreciable

extent. Therefore, an increase in distances, for which

goods can be carried, so as to place the goods within the

reach of a wider range of customers, becomes essential, but

an increase in distances can hardly take place unless

the cost of transport is reasonably cheap. Thus the

distance or mileage factor in connection with railway

rates is important, but has to be looked at from two

different aspects. One aspect is that an increase in the

distance is necessary in order to reach a wider range of

customers. The other aspect is that with the increase in

distances the cost of transportation must not so go up as

to increase the prices more than what the consumers, at

long distances from places of supply, can pay or are paying

for productions from old sources of supply. It is true

that the cost of carriage of traffic has to go up little

by little as the distance gradually increases ; on the other

hand, the railway rates per unit mile must go down with

the increase in distances, In this connection, the old

gliding scales of rates, which were at one time
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extensively used on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway,

were very useful in that the same lump sum low rate

used, at times, to apply for a length of 100 miles or

more after the traffic had been carried for distances

of say more than 300 or 400 miles. It is held that after

a traffic hap already been carried 300 or 400 miles its

carriage for extra 100 miles or so does not mean much

more cost. And at the same time any extra traffic secured

at rates, which though low have a margin of profit, means

more net revenue to the railway.

Every railway in every country in the beginning tried

uniform rates of charges based on so much per ton per mile

or per maund per mile, but the varying traffic conditions in

various parts broke up the simplicity of the original method,

because allowances had to be made for water competition,

for the needs of new industries, for competition with roads,

or river transport or with the routes of other railways;

and there was necessity for special rates in favour of

export and import trade, mainly owing to competition

between the various ports of the country and in competi-

tion with the productions of other countries in the game

consuming market. In the early stage of railways in India,

the traffic of each railway was free from competition from

other railways, although each railway had to meet competi-

tion with other methods of transport, such as country boats,

bullock carts, river transport, etc. In the next stage, the

railways were connected with one another and offered alter-

native routes or served the same territories or rival ports;

so eventually there was both direct and indirect competition.

But the railways of India were not allowed to continue

wasteful competition for any length of time; competition so

long as it is healthy and not wasteful is good and is help-

ful both to railways and to the community, but in a

country like India (which is not yet rich enough to bear
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the cost of a net work of railways, and where the railways

are built out of borrowings, and where the liability on

account of Railway loans is yet large, the burden of which

is on the shoulders of tax payers, who are the owners of

Indian Railways) the building of parallel or competitive

railways, simply, in order to serve the purpose of alternative

or competitive routes or of cutting down railway rates and

to divide the traffic, which is already being carried at

reasonable rates and adequately by the existing railways,

is not desirable
;
as in the long run such railways, if they

do not tap new districts hitherto unprovided with modern

means of transport and are not going to have a traffic of

their own, can only have the effect of raising the working

expenses of both the new and the old lines, and of thus re-

ducing the net earnings competitive railways, provided out

of State funds or State borrowings (unless they bring in

additional net receipts, enough to pay the interest on loan^,

after paying for all other obligations, and do not reduce

the earnings of the older lines by taking away a good deal

of the already existing traffic) are expensive and bring in no

gooi results, which are calculated to bring permanent

benefit to the community. In this respect, India has been

very careful in avoiding the errors of American Railways,

In India, the railways, whenever they started wasteful

competition, were controlled by the Government, but Gov-

ernment never discouraged, but have always encouraged

healthy competition, not involving non-paying rates. It is

true that the railway rates, in the main, should be fixed on

the principle of
" what the traffic will bear/' but with an

increase in the cost of transportation, the factor as to what

it will cost the railway to carry the traffic, cannot be alto-

Aether disregarded. It is, however, also trus that the
7*5

increased cost of transportation is due to the same causes,

which raise the prices of commodities that form everyday
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of the people, e.g.> ipcreaspd cost of

of foodstuffs apd of raw materials for manufacture, dua

mainly to the increased cost of living. But the first an$
foremost poiut to be borne in mind ia this connection is that

the factor of high cost of livipg is world-wide, and this

is to no small extent due to the fact that with, the unifies^?

tion of the world by means of nilways and

there has been equalization of prices, whiph

that nowhere the supply is now in abundance^ $8 used

to be the case when each locality was more or Jess

dependent upon its local supply. At the Fifth Inter-

national Congress of the Chambers of Commence and

Industrial Associations, held at Boston during September

and October, 1912, Professor Irving Fisher of the Yalq

University said as follows :

"
Less than a generation ago the whole world was complaining of a

prolonged fall in prices ;
now it is complaining of a prolonged rise in

prices Then the cry was depression of trade ; now the cry is high

cost of living."

Some Features of India's Internal Traffic and Certain

Comparisons with American Traffic Conditions.

India is, so far, principally an agricultural country,

and its agriculture, except in certain parts of the Punjab

and in Sindh, and in some other provinces where there are

irrigation canals, is again almost entirely dependent on

rains. With two or three good years of crops the prices

remain at what must be called normal figures now-a-days,

which, however, leave but a little profit to the ryots ;

but even if there is no failure of crops in India and there

is a shortage of supplies in Europe from other parts of

the world, the prices go up and the railway traffic also

increases in grains, oil seeds, cotton, jute or in any other

commodity for which thare may be a demand abroad

7
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The development of internal traffic in India has not been

daring recent years, rapid. Grain moves from North

to South, cotton moves to the cotton-milling centres

situated at long distances from places where cotton

is grown ; oilseeds move to oil mills far away from

places where seeds are grown, and the richer districts

(which were formerly growing cheap foodstuffs along

with more paying crops, are now growing mostly

the more paying crops) are importing food-

stuffs, This creates a certain amount of internal traffic,

even for long distances (which may be called inter-

provincial traffic). Such traffic requires low railway rates

and will have (in fact it has even now at certain places) to

face steamer competition along the coast, but this is bene-

ficial both to the railways and to the public. Combined

rail and sea route is often the cause of reducing the cost

of transport. Development of traffic requires special

treatment and special rates, and cannot be brought under

any hard and fast rule of rates-making. In some cases

long distance traffic may be expensive to carry owing to

the fact that the wagons carrying traffic in one direction

might have to return empty on the other for long distances,

and in such cases rail-7m-sea route is beneficial as the

latter some times avoids much unnecessary haulage of

of empty wagons for long lengths.

India will, for many years remain mainly agricultural,

and so far as its railways are concerned cheap rates for

cattle fodder (agricultural operations in Tndia are carried

on by plough bullocks and buffaloes), for agricultural

implements, and for agricultural productions and dairy

products will have to be sympathetically considered, which

must in the long run benefit the railways also. Although,

as already stated, a great deal of caution is necessary in

the matter of building purely competitive trunk Railways,
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expansions of Railways, to open out new tracts, or new

mining districts or to provide communication, in order

to increase agricultural areas or to tap fresh timber-

producing tracts, are essential, provided that they would

pay a net return of at least 5 per cent, per annum at not

a distant date. At the same time, cheap Light Railways

or tramways to bring produce from the producing areas

to nearest centres or factories (such as sugarcanes from the

field to the sugar mills or loose cotton to the ginning
factories or garden products of vegetables and fruits in

refrigerator vans to the stations of main lines) are great

necessities. Garden products require cheap rates, safe

carriage, refrigerator vans and careful handling. Any
money judiciously spent in these directions is good both

for the country and its Railways, In any other country,

such as in Europe or U. S. A., such railways would come
within the sphere of private enterprise, such as owners

of large farms, ranches, mines and mills, but in India

this is not yet practicable. Help from trunk railways,

provincial Governments, Local Boards or Corporations

in the matter of providing such Light Railways is yet

almost imperative.

India, as has already been said, is a large country

but it is not in the same position as regards its trade and

industries as for instance the United States another large

country. The United States, though a new country, is

leading in industrial development, whereas India, though
one of the oldest countries, is yet young as regards in-

dustries on modern lines. It is said that in America,
the growth of agriculture, of its industries, and of specia-

lised industries in particular, has been rather rapid.

"
It is claimed that the drift of America's industry towards massive

multiform standardization is associated both as to its cause and its

effect with their widespread geographical distribution and also with

the special feature of her great railway service."
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Brit the vfcst resourcefulness of U. S. A., both in

tniuerals and in agriculture, its enterprising population,

which was all immigrant in the beginning, and its present

capacity to use most of the products locally were to no

small extent responsible for its big industrial growth.

thirst, America made its money by selling its agricultural

productions in enormous quantities to Europe and then

utilised the profits in building its industries, which were

at once massive.

It is also remarked that the vast goods traffic of

American Railways is in some measure the cause, and

in some measure the result, of the line which has been

taken by America's industrial leadership, because her

railways are chiefly concerned with carrying large con-

signments for long distances and, that the Americans

have developed that traffic with special energy. Because

their charges for long distances and for lurge consign-

ments were very low, the giant businesses, which

send large consignments to distant places, obtained the

full advantage of their special economies and thus have

standardized productions in many varieties. This has led

to economy of sending large trainloads to great centres

like Chicago and many other places. And this has again

resulted in rates being quoted to "
basing points/' which

means that the charge for the basing point which is a

big trade or industrial centre is low, and if the traffic

is carried to any point in the neighbourhood of a base it

is made up of the low rates to the basing point, plus the

ordinary rate from the base to the station of delivery. In

India, the rates have also been low, and combination of special

rates with ordinary rates and application of low special

rates, quoted for ports and for trade centres, to places short

6f such ports or trade Centres have been in force at mafcy

places and low rates for wagon loads have been more or
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less universal in India, but specially quoted low rates for

trainloads have not yet come.

It is to be borne in mind that to-day in the United

States by far the major portion of the large consignments

that are carried for long distances consist of internal com*

merce, but, before this internal development, the transport

c'f agricultural produce to the Atlantic and to Mexican Gulf

on its way to Europe accounted for the great mass of thfe

railway traffic in trainloads. In India, before the War,

that is, during a period of nearly 15 years preceding the

grekt War, during which period railways of India enjoyed

prosperity, the greatest amount of traffic of Indian

Railways was mainly iu the export trade of produce to the

ports (viz., grain, oilseeds, pulses, cotton, tee., jute),

and in coal carried mostly internally, and also in

coal and manganese ore for export out of India, as well

as in imports of kerosine oil, salt, sugar, ir&n goods,

piece goods, machinery, etc. The internal trade was in the

carriage of country sugar, grain or wheat and cotton for

the mills, or oilseeds for local crushing in India and in

flour, or in salt^ produced in India. And during the

said period of 15 years, as the result of opening up
of new railways, new trade and producing centres and

tnore places of consumption, the railway rates were quoted

on a low basis in order to attract traffic. But during the

War, and after the War, the railway expenses went

up (in fact, they were already showing tendencies

of going up from some little time even before the

War), and the general rise in prices resulted in workmen

and employees demanding greater wages ; so these factors

and the high cost of fuel and materials, particularly owing

to the scarcity of materials during the War and for some

time thereafter, raised the railway expenses. Further,

owing to repairs being unavoidably neglected, during and
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after the War, the cost of rehabilitation of Indian Railways

has been somewhat great, and, therefore, compared with

the expansion of traffic the increase in the capital expendi-

ture may have been high. All these required that the

railway rates should be commensurate with the rise in

expenses. The rates and fares were increased, but they

are coming down gradually, although the pre-war level

has not been reached, and the rates are higher than the

previous rates. It is, however, true that in the past

two or three years the railway expenditure has again

shown the tendency of going down, but very slowly yet. So

long as trade depression lasts, and the traffic does not in-

crease in huge proportions, there cannot be much drop in

the cost of working, although economic methods of

working such as bigger train and wagon loads, quicker

transit, etc., reduce expenses. But for the prosperity

of the country, larger production and more profits

to the producers are wanted, and therefore, the people

require, not unnaturally, cheap travelling and

lower prices for their goods, and the merchants

and traders want low rates for the commodities they

trade in, because the profits in trade are said to be

small and the trade is restricted. Further, the traders

not only want to have a reasonable margin of profit,

but are anxious to expand their business as well, and

almost the same remarks apply to the business of

railways. But the railways of India have a large debt

account and they have, therefore, not only to provide for

working expenses and the interest on borrowed capital, but

have also to take into account the cost of depreciation,

so as to avoid further large borrowings when time

comes for renewals and heavy repairs, and are required to

have depreciation funds. Moreover, the capital outlay

of the old companies in respect of the railways purchased
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by the State is being redeemed, and funds in the

way of sinking funds have also to be created to repay

the later debts. Then, again, the railways of India, besides

being expected to be seli'-suppoiting, have to contri-

bute to the General Finances of India and, therefore,

they must be able to show good financial results.

Under all these circumstances, the railway rates cannot

always be based entirely and blindly on the principle of

" what the traffic will bear "
irrespective of whether

such rates are remunerative or not. Jt is true that with

the expansion of trade the cost of working will go

down, if in carrying the traffic economic methods of work-

ing are applied. In introducing economic methods of

working the chief factors are () to so load the wagons
as to get as near as possible the fullest amount of traffic

that they can carry, (b) to take advantage of full train-

loads, and of through trains, and also, if possible, (?) to

develop traffic in the direction and between points where

empty wagons are moving and
((7) to expedite the iLove-

ment of wagons and trains. Thus cheaper railway rates

for full wagonloads and large quantities are useful factors

in attracting large lots per consignment, which help

economic transportation of goods.

Examination of Figures of Traffic moving in Various Zones.

For any effective examination of railway rates, with a

view to measures being taken to develop business, close co-

operation between the commercial and transportation depart-

ments of a railway is essential. Whereas the commercial

department should always be ready with recent (at

least half-yearly) statistics of traffic movements in various

important commodities between any two pairs of stations

or any two Croups of stations, and should also have available

statistics of traffic in various commodities, moving in
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different zones su^h as from I to 75 miles, 76 to 150 miles,

151 to 250 miles and so on, and the statistics of such

traffic in each direction should be kept separately, the

transportation department should maintain operative

statistics showing the work done and the expenditure

incurred per each unit of operation for each section of a

railway ; and the two departments of Commercial aqd

Operation should freely exchange statistics and discuss

details with a view to improve the railway business, par-

ticularly from and to the direction in which economic

working can be attained. A railway Bates manager, in

the absence of revenue statistics of a detailed nature as

herein mentioned, is helpless in the matter of enquiring

into and devising means for developing the business of his

railway. Full details of traffic or revenue statistics that

used to be kept by our railways will be found in the Chapter

on "
Railway statistics/'

Certain further principles and factors that affect the making

of Eailway rates and the
effect of growth of industries

on Railways.

To return again to railway rates. After all, the

consumer pays all the cost, which iucludes the price of

transportation, and thus latter is a pirt of the total

price of a commodity. The cost of transportation should

not be such as to raise prices to high levels, but, at

the same time, one has to consider whether the traffic

in question can be carried with any margin of gain to

the railway, though the gain may be a small one per

unit. Any traffic giving regular and full trainloads,

or traffic which fills up empty trains or wagons, is

worth having, even at a small gain, because it is

certain that a low net gain per unit, repeated several times,

gives
a

fairly large aggregate net revenqe in the long
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run. It is, however, certainly not worthwhile for

railways, if taken as business concerns, to have traffic

at non-paying rates unless it is a case of a temporary

fostering rate, to create new traffic or to assist a new indus-

try. Indian railways cater largely for agricultural

productions and coal, but her industries are growing up

very slowly. Failures of many new industries, which

were the outcome of the ventures after the War, have

made people cautious in putting up money in any new

industrial concerns. The growth of industries along a line

of railway, though involving sometimes a certain amount

of capital expenditure on account of sidings and other

facilities required by such industries, has the tendency

to increase the net earnings of a railway, because such

industries not only help and increase the goods traffic

but the passenger traffic as well, In the matter of

goods traffic, raw materials, fuel, machinery, building

materials have all to be carried to the mills, factories,

and the finished products and bye-products are

carried from the mills, works and factories. This gives

wagonloads in both directions, thus minimising empty

running. As regards passenger traffic developing through

industries, it is either due to imported labour or to local

labourers travelling to and from the industrial centres by

suburban trains every day. In order to remove trade depres-

sion the producers to-day want cheap rates not only for

the raw produce, bub also for finished products and coal,

and thus, for instance, flour mills may want cheap rates

for wheat and low rates for flour, and a railway manager
has to take all sides of a case and the various conflicting

interests into consideration.

"
It has been observed that it is obviously to the general interests

that sources of supply should grow up as near as possible to centres of

consumption/'

8
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If the above principle were blindly accepted,

then, for instance, tfombay and Bengal should have

their flour mills near to places of consumption,

i.e., the flour mills should be in Bengal and in
CJ

Bombay. But on the other hand, it is held that

the sources of supply of raw materials for the manu-

facture of flour and oil are to be near to places of manu-

facture; if so, then flour mills and oil mills should be in the

Punjab, in the U, P. and in Behar
; and in the same way

cotton mills had better be in the Berars and in the in-

teriors of Guzerat rather than in Bombay, and far less

in Calcutta. If this be so, then the railway will be con-

cerned in carrying raw materials for short distances

and finished products for long distances, but the true

policy in general public interests would be to encourage

manufacturing centres both near and far away from the

raw material-producing centres, because then it would

give all a chance and stimulate healthy competition. At

some places, the nearness to the coal fields or to the

important consuming centres or to the sea board might
counteract the disadvantages of distances from raw material-

producing centres. The Interstate Commerce Commission

of the United States of America have maintained

that "each locality is entitled to the benefit of all its

natural advantage." For instance, the Interstate Com-

merce Commission do not want to allow such claims as

that of say Boston for rates to and from the west approxi-

mately equal to those of other ports which ha\e shorter

connections with the West, The interests of a particular

railway concerned to favour a certain locality can perhaps
be ably advocated, as wel! as the interest* of certain

particular localities or particular groups of traders or

producers, but if the general interests of several railways

as a whole, or the general interests of the country on a
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large scale, have to be taken into account then it will

be difficult in many cases to establish the claims of par-

ticular interests. For instance, we have seen in India

that the Government had to decline to entertain the claims

of the Calcutta Railways for special reduced rates to the

Calcutta Port for wheat *\nd other grains and for oil seeds

from the Punjab, the United Provinces and the Central Pro-

vinces for shipment to Europe. At the time this claim was

advocated, the working expenses of the Railways, serving

the Calcutta port, i.e., of the E, I. Railway and the B. N.

Railway, particularly of the former, were considerably less

than those of other Indian Railways, and it was argued on

the ground of low working expenses that the E. I. Rail-

way should be allowed to formulate scales of rates

at figures lower than the minima rates laid down by
the Government for all Indian trunk railways for

the carriage of grain arid seeds. Or in other words,

it was asked that an exception should be made

in the case of the E. [. and the B, N. Railways. This

would have meant sacrifice of the natural geographical

advantages of the Western Ports of Bombay and Kara-

chee. On the other hand, Calcutta Railways urged at

the time that the cheaper cost of working of the E. I.

Railway (due to flatness of the country traversed, ren-

dering gradients easy, cheaper labour, cheap cost of

fuel and the heavy density of traffic over which the

cost was distributed), entitled the E. I. Ry. to charge

lower rates ;
another reason put forward was that the low

rates asked for the grain and seeds traffic would

divert traffic from the Western Ports to Calcutta, which

would mean loads for at least some of the empty

wagons that came back to Bengal after discharg-

ing coal. The E. I. By. claim was not admitted, and

it was not many years afterwards that the wisdom
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of the decision of the Government of India in not

allowing the claim of the E. I. Railway was realised

because to-day there does not exist that very marked

difference between the working expenses of the Calcutta

and of the Western Lines which was so prominent before

the war. 1 The rise in the working expenses has been heavy

although the E. I. Ry. yet maintains about the cheapest

cost of carriage. Although any wholesale change in the

policy of general revision of the minimum rate limit for a

particular railway, to enable it to draw traffic by a longer

route, to ultimate destination from a shorter and quicker

route of transport, and thus depriving the latter of its

natural geographical position, may not be considered

desirable, it has nevertheless to be recognised that only

harm arises from any check to the stimulus, which a

locality or localities or an industry or industries or

a port may derive from healthy competition ;
but

there is yet sufficient scope in India for healthy competi-

tion by the latitude given to railways between the ma-

xima and minima rate limits prescribed by the Government.

At one time, in U. S. A. "
it was found that there was a

desire on the part of railroad managers not to charge

more than what a weak district would bear, while it was

held that there was no harm in charging the stronger

districts nearly all that the latter could bear ;

"
it was,

however, seen that such an arrangement, though bring-

ing in high aggregate railway revenue, often resulted

in several railways coming to an understanding between

themselves, whereby they agreed to equalise the natural

advantages of competing towns or centres by fixing

rates in inverse ratio to the natural advantages. In India

also, such a thing was in force some years ago, when under

1 The percentage of working expenses to gross earnings are :

B. I. R. 60*51 ; B. N. R, 61*71 ; B, B. & 0. I. 6416 ;
N. W. R. 62'90.
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agreement between the E. I, Ry. and the B, B. and

C. I. Ry. the grain and cotton rates from Delhi to

Calcutta over a longer distance were allowed to be

cheaper than the rates from Delhi to Bombay, a shorter

distance, because Calcutta had the disadvantage of higher

steamer freights to London as compared with cheaper

freights from Bombay to Europe.

Combination and Agreements after CompetUion.

Alike Hailway competition in every other country,

Railway competition in India also ended in combination.

Agreements and understandings were come to between the

competing lines, under which the impossible routes re-

tired from competition ;
and so far as reasonable routes

were concerned sometimes rates were equalised ;
in other

cases traffic was divided ; while in some instances certain

territories were allowed to certain routes.

More or less, the arrangement was that the route

which had the power to hold the traffic, mainly because

of cheap rates it could maintain, was given a larger share

of the traffic, except that in the case of a route or railway,

which involved break of gauge, even in spite of its power

to quote the cheapest rates, it had to be satisfied with a

little lesser share of the traffic than it would have got, had

it been a railway or route of continuous gauge, along with

its power to quote the cheapest rate.

In a few cases
"
pooling

"
arrangements were come to,

under which the traffic receipts between the competing

points of the various routes were put together, and each

route got its allotted share
; any route carrying in excess

of its specified share had to refund to the other routes

half of the excess, and in some instances 75 per cent, of the

excess: i.e., the carrying line was allowed to retain

the working expenses, the net receipts on the excess traffic
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went to such routes or railways which should have carried

that traffic under the agreement.

Aims and Objects of Railways in getting Traffic and

quoting Rates.

Not many years ago, it was the accepted principle that

the first and foremost object of railways should be to get

traffic, and some Economists said that while ordinarily the

maximum limit of a rate was "what the traffic could bear"

the minimum limit was the cost of transport, but that

in the case of competition the latter or the minimum

limit disappeared.

Development of Internal Traffic.

In India, however, the minimum limit was

kept. In fixing or in revising the railway rates in

India at the present moment, say for the development

of internal commerce and trade for long distances,

telescopic or sliding scales of rates applying on through

distances over two or more railways seem somewhat

essential, so long as this does not involve much empty

running of wagons in the reverse direction and loss in

railway revenue on the whole. If latter be the case,

then some part of the cost of return journey of wagons

has to a certain extent to be taken into account in fixing

a rate. The development of internal traffic in India

would come in the natural course of events, though

slowly. One of the factors noticed during recent years

has been that there has been more demand for wheat,

grain and other commodities in the country itself, both

provincially and inter-provincially, and for raw materials

for local manufactures. As already remarked, in order

to give stimulus to such traffic the present rates should

be examined by review of traffic and their growth

and movements, and the rates charged at present,
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in various zones, with a view to ascertain in which zones

the traffic is stagnant and whether beyond a certain

limit the traffic commences to have a big drop, and then

the results can form the basis for finding out what

reductions are necessary, and how this could be

effected in the required zones, without very much alter-

ing the rates in the zones where reductions are not needed.

A combination of both telescopic and sliding rates in the

same schedule, the former for the shorter and the latter

for the longer leads, would appear to be useful.

Coal Traffic and the Special Maximum and Minimum

Rates therefor.

Coal traffic is the only item of traffic on Indian Railways,

which has the benefit of telescopic scales of rates applying

on through distances over two or more railways. The

maximum and minimum rates for coal are also low. They
are as follows :

Maximum Kates

Per md. per mile,

For all distances up to 400 miles inclusive 0'15 pie

For distances in excess of 400 miles ... 0*10 pie

Minimum Rates

For distances up to 300 miles ... 10 pie

Plus for any distance in excess of 300 miles

and up to 500 miles inclusive . ... 0*066 pie

Plus for any distance in excess of 500 miles 0'05 pie

Within these maximum and minimum limits the follow-

ing telescopic rates have been framed, which are at present

in force and apply on through distances over two or more

railways. (The Indian Public and Merchants have been

for some time past urging that this system of applying
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telescopic rates on through distances should be applied to

all other traffic, in order that long distance internal traffic

in India could be freely developed, Except in the case of

coal the present system of applying telescopic scales of

rates on local distances over each railway has the effect of

limiting the growth of traffic for long distances,)

Coal Rates now charged.

Basis for Charge

(1) For traffic carried for distances 400 miles and

under :

Per md, per mile.

Mile 1 to 200 miles ... ... 0-165 pie

Plus for 201 to 400 ... ... 0' 13 pie

(2) For traffic carried for distances over 400 miles

Per md. per mile.

Mile 1 to 200 miles ... ... 0' 15 pie

Plus for miles 201 to 500 miles ... 0'07 pie

Plus for 501 upwards ... 0*06 pie

In connection with coal traffic rates, another important

feature to be noted is that the Railway or Railways form-

ing alternative longer routes are allowed to equalise their

rates with those obtainable by the cheaper routes. The

utility of this arrangement is that advantage may be taken

of the routes that may.be short of traffic ; but it is to be

recognised at the same time that the longer routes taking

advantage of this concession do not quote rates in such a

way as would involve the Railway into loss, particularly

because the elasticity allowed in the matter of longer routes

charging the same rates as the shorter routes might

involve infringement of the minimum, and this is allowed,
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For instance, if the distance by a shorter route be 150

miles, and the rate charged be pie per maund per mile

by such route, when a longer distance of say &00 miles equa-

lises with the rate of pie for 150 miles it practically

charges 075 pie per maund per mile. It is, therefore, left

to the discretion of the Railway or Railways forming the

longer routes to equalise rates with those of the shorter

routes only in such cases where it pays them to do so.

Ordinarily, in the case of merchandise traffic rates, routes

which are longer than the shortest distance by say 33 per

cent., retire from competition, particularly if such com-

petition involves heavy cutting down of rates, and more or

less the same principle applies to coal traffic. Therefore,

the Government of India have made it optional in the

case of coal rates that the longer routes may equalise, and

so far this permission has been judiciously taken advantage

of. In the e.ise of other traffic than coal the minimum

rates apply on actual distance by each route and thus each

route can only charge such low rates as are not below the

minimum rate by that route.

Relation of operating Costs to Railway Rates.

Next to come to operative expenses and its relation

to railway rates. Alfred Marshall in his book Indmtry

and Trade (J9'i3 edition), remarked as follows on the

question of the cost of operating each traffic :

"In particular, there is almost universal agreement

that railway charges cannot be adjusted to particular costs;

and that they should not be so adjusted, even if they could.

But questions relating to absolute and relative costs

continually arise very often on the initiative of the nil-

ways themselves and organised knowledge, based on

systematic studies, is rendering it ever more possible to

9
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make fairly confident, though carefully limited, state-

ments in regard to them. The Interstate Commerce

Commission often sets up independent investigations,

when railway representatives defend rates, that have

been impugned, by arguments based on cost of service.

Such cases are apt to occur, (1) where any special service

is performed and obligation incurred by a carrier ; () where

a rate complained of is judged as to its reasonableness by

comparing the ascertainable costs of transportation of

other commodities whose rates are believed to be reason-

able ; (3) where comparison is made with cost on other

roads or on other parts of the system ;
and (4-)

where

comparison is made between rates for carload lots and for

smaller bts. In particular the Commission insists gener-

ally that in the fixing of relative rates on articles strictly

competitive, such a relative rate should be fixed for each

as corresponds to the difference in cost of service if that

can be ascertained.
"

In considering the direct cost of goods traffic service

it is remarked as follows in the same publication :

" There is the consideration that goods traffic bears a

closer resemblance to manufactures than passenger traffic

does ; because the carriage of goods, like the work of a

factory, is only one link in a chain of production ; whereas

passenger journey is, as a rule complete in itself. Con-

sequently, the immediate, though not the ultimate, interest

in the freights charged for any kind of goods is generally

concentrated in a relatively small number of people who

trade in those goods as buyers and sellers. The producers

and dealers who live in A are often deeply interested in the

relation which the railway charges levied on the goods

which they send to B bear to those levied on rival goods

which come from C or D. Jn fact, there is much truth
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ia the saying of an experienced Railway Official, that

when a trader of a locality complains that railway rates

are too high, what is really meant, is that the rates

charged to some competitive person or locality are too

low. For, it has been already observed, neither producer

nor trader is very much affected by a tax or any addition-

al charge laid on him, provided that everybody else, who

supplies the same market, is subject to the same burden :

the main burden falls on the ultimate consumer, though the

business of producer and trader may be a little curtailed.
"

"
Accordingly railways in every country arrange that

the charge for each consignment per ton per mile shall

be greater for small consignments than for large and for

small distances than for large : administrative economy

requires the rates of charge to be grouped into several

broad classes. The charges of each sort of goods are in

some measure adjusted with general consent, to the

average of the total consignments of them, which make

same journey, and give scope for making up fairly

full wagon loads if not train loads ;
and again to the cost-

liness of any special wagons, needed, and the ratio of their

weight to their carrying power ;
and again to the outlay

and care needed for preventing depreciation of the goods

and injury by the weather, Account may also be taken of

the fact that wagons specialised for one sort of traffic are

apt to be expensive to travel often empty one way and in

some cases, to be idle during a great part of the year."
u To conclude : A fairly old railway holding the

greater patt of the transport of a compact industrial dis-

trict, is likely to have so completely adjusted its appli-

ances to the traffic, that each of them is well occupied ;

and does its work so economically, that any addition to

that work would have to carry nearly full costs. In such

a case cost of service could automatically become the
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chief regulator of railway charges ; and some American

writers are inclined to think that, ere many generations

are past, railways will in their own interest cease to con-

cern themselves much about the various values of their

services to particular classes of traffic but v r
ill levy

neady the same charge for all services that make equal

demand on their plant at equally busy seasons, and re-

quire equal direct or '

particular
9

costs/'

From a theoretical point of view it may appear all

right to charge to each service or to each consignment

direct costs, together with a share, or rather a proportion-

ate share, of the charges levied for similar service on the

railway, and also with a share of the charges which are

common to the whole railway. But this is not really

practicable. Taking the question of rates quotations

from a practical point of view the following observations

may be worthwhile reading.

The practice of levying lower charges on goods that are

carried in bulk and in large wagonloads and trainloads,

tor they assist economic working, is universal. But if, on the

other hand, wheat and cotton were to be charged the same

rates on a railway on the principle that the cost of transport

was equally shared by both in proportion to ton mileage of

each, and that this was fair owing to the fact that the

cost of handling both kinds of traffic was the same, as both

were carlied in wagonloads, and sometimes in trainloads

over railways like say the G. I. P. Railway, then it would

mean that either wheat would have to be carried at very

high rates or cotton would have to be carried at much

lower rates. It would seem unnecessary to charge very

low rates say, on cotton when the price of transport,

even at fairly high rates, bears a small relation to the

total price paid for cotton ; such a procedure would mean

heavy and uncalled for loss of revenue to the State railways,
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without benefiting the producers, or even the consumers,

because the fluctuation in the price of cotton from week

to week is sometimes greater than the total railway

freight paid on it. On the other hand, to charge high

rates on wheat would mean that such commodities would

not be carried for any appreciable length of distance,

and it would not be conducive to the public interests

in general to raise the price of foodstuffs.

Terminal Charges.

In the matter of railway charges in relation to cost :

First and foremost, come the Railway Terminal charges,

They vary, or at least should vary, and they are required

to be reasonable. 1 There are cases of small consignments

which sometimes require double or triple handling at

terminals as compared with say minerals, which are

handled by the owners. Then certain traffic requires special

care in the way of protection from weather or from fire.

The terminal charges ought to be independent of the

distances to be travelled ; and there should be separate

terminals for the forwarding and for receiving station?.

Any compensation over and above the terminals, and the

maximum rates, in the way of short distance charge is not

a charge to be treated as a terminal and cannot be justi-

fied as such. Then there should be differentiation between

charges for receiving and stacking goods in the railway

godowns, prior to despatch, and the charges for loading and

unloading of goods and for cranes and other appliances

or for special shunting operations. It is true that termi-

nals can be levied or waived at the option of a railway,

1 Terminal chaiges are levied for services rendered at the forward-

ing or at the receiving station. When the expenditure incurred in

providing terminal facilities is unavoidably large, or when the service

rendered is expensive terminal charges have to be higher than at other

stations, whore conditions are ordinary.
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and often when minimum rates were levied terminal charges

were waived, but whether such an action constituted undue

preference or not is a question of both facts and of law.

Wagonload and Small Lots Bates and Temporary Rafes.

There should be different charges for small lots

and - for large lots because it is certain that full

truckloads 3an be sent through quick to their destination

whereas small consignments are often carried in partly

empty wagons which go to increase dead weight of

trains. Further, if large consignments of full truck-

loads can be had for long distances the charges beyond

a certain distance ought to be lower per unit mile, not

only to stimulate the traffic for long distances and to

bring the same within the reach of a wider range of

customers, but also in order to give such traffic some

advantage of the quick turning round of wagons which

they effect because they can get through much quicker.

Any temporary fostering rates to develop a new

industry, that is young, or in a locality where industrial

development is needed, may be taken in the way of pater-

nal sacrifice on the part of the railways, for the time

being, in order to reap the benefit of the reduced rate

in the future, but when the industry develops the

special railway rates should go up ; at least, this might
be the condition laid down when granting such a low rate.

For instance, abnormally low rates were granted by the

B. N. Ry., to the Tata Iron and Steel Works but the

point is whether when this industry was flourishing a few

years ago the reduced rate was at all needed.

Undue Preference.

The question whether a rate creates undue preference or

not or whether it is unduly high is more a case of facts

than of law. So long as it can be proved that the rates are
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not in any way prejudicing the interests of any other con-

cern, or are achieving a greater amount of general good, or

if the special rates in question help to break the monopoly

then it would be unwise to restrict free quotation of rates

within maxima and minima limits, so long as the com-

plainant cannot prove that the railways have unduly

given preference to any particular locality or a concern,

Mere comparisons of rates of one railway with those of

another railway for the same commodity without taking

into account the differing traffic, working and local con-

ditions that prevail in different localities, could not be

a reasonable ground to call a rate an unreason-

able rate. Any law or regulation that would restrict the

power of a railway to grant favourable rates where cir-

cumstances require them, such as fostering rates to a new

industry or to n unfavourably situated locality or to

centres with large business, engaged in mass produc-

tion aod thus giving railways traffic in full train and

wagon loads, would be harmful. Or if favourable rates, that

are quoted to meet water cjmpetition or to develop new

industry in the hope of eventually increasing the business

or to stimulate larger cultivation in a particular area, which

is backward, are used as levers to reduce rates at places

where similar conditions do not prevail or, in other words,

if wholesale reduction is asked for on the example of certain

special rates granted under certain particular conditions,

then the railways will be reluctant to giant specially low

rates when particular conditions make them essential.

This will be opposed to the interests of public good.

Therefore, any rigid law or regulation that distance

for distance the charges should not be higher, i.e.,

rates for long distances should not be lower than for

shorter distances irrespective of differing conditions, cannot

produce any real good result. Rates-making should be
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left to experts. They should be able to justify the rates

when called upon to do so, and when any particular indus-

try or locality or concern is said to be unduly favoured

by the railways, they should be able to show that this is

not so and there should be evidence to prove this. And
in every case when any particular interest is or interests

are prejudiced by the action of railways, the railways

should be able to show amongst other things that a

greater public good was intended to be achieved in taking

recourse to particular actions, and that every possible endea-

vour was made to avoid the discriminations complained of,

but that this was not possible without loss of revenue

which was not called for in public interests, or without

causing further discriminations.

Hates-making Principle Summed up in a Few Words.

The long and short of the principle of railway rates-

making, whether on company-owned railways or on State

railways run on commercial lines (the lines on which

Indian Government-owned railways are managed), is

that "railways ought to treat the attainment of an ade-

quate net revenue as of primary importance, while at

the same time have regard to the progressive develop-

ment of the economic life of the country, and be careful

not to kill, and even impair the productive capacity of

the goose that lays the golden eggs/'

Factors to be taken info Account in Considering Applications

for Deducing llailway Kates.

It would be interesting before concluding this

Chapter to analyse some of the figures of rise in the

railway rates and increase in cost of carriage taking

the pre-war and the present figures. Two tables are

appended below ;
one shows the average cost of carrying
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the traffic, and the other the average sum earned by

carrying goods traffic.

TABLE I

Average Cost of carrying a goods unit one mile (Cost per ton mile}.
in pies.

TABLE II

10
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TABLE II contd.

The rise in the working expenses has been rather

high and this is reflected in the increased cost of carry-

ing traffic, which will be apparent when the figures of

item (a) in Table I are compared with those of item

(6) in the same Table I. Apart from the actual cost of

hauling the traffic in respect of commercially run State

railways of India, where no small amount of the capital

is borrowed money, which has to be redeemed, and tak-

ing also into account the interest which is being paid

annually, and also bearing in mind that further borrow-

ings, particularly on renewals and replacements are

better avoided by creation of depreciation fund, a return

of at least 5 or 5 per cent, as interest on the capital

outlay has got to be earned in addition to the actual

working expenses to meet all the obligations, including

Sinking and Keserve funds. On the railways of II. S, A.,

they take an interest of 5 per cent, into account and in

Germany 3 or 3| per cent.; and in Great Britain

3 per cent, interest is taken into consideration. There-

fore, when heavy reductions in railway rates are asked for,

the following points prominently come to the fore ;
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(1) What is the existing traffic?

(2) What are the earnings from the existing traffic

at the present rates ?

(3) Why is a reduction in the rates asked

for?

Note Reductions in rates are only advisable when the

reductions contemplated would attract more traffic to

the railway or increase the lead of the existing traffic or

develop a new industry or in other words create new

traffic immediately, if possible, or at leaet eventually for

certain.

(4) To what extent is the present traffic likely to

increase in volume by the contemplated reduction ?

(5) Will the reduction in the rate increase the lead

of the traffic by reducing the price of the goods ?

(6) In what way is the present rate limiting the

growth of the traffic in volume and in expanding it

over a longer length ?

Note. In all cases, it is to be seen that the reduction

does decrease the cost of the goods to the consumer ap-

preciably (or else there would be no gain) and that the

bulk of the reduction does not go into the pockets of the

middleman. It is also to be carefully investigated whe-

ther in the event of the contemplated reduction between

certain points there would be other reductions in rates called

for between other points, which might entail unnecessary

loss of revenue, counterbalancing (or even overbalancing)

the increased volume of business and increased earn-

ings expected from the contemplated reduction.

(7) Whether the cost of operating the increased

volume of traffic at reduced rates and the decreased reve-

nue on the existing traffic, caused by reductions in rates
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taken together would be more than counterbalanced by

the increased net profit due to the increased business,

If not, reduction in rates would mean loss to the railway.

In table II one notices the increased rates of 1925-26

(Col. 5). .Rates are at a much higher figure than those of

19H(Co!. 1).

A reference to Table I, will, however, show that

the increased rates have not been out of proportion to

the increased cost of working, and may have, there-

fore, been justified, but if it is found that economic de-

velopment of a country or the development of industries

or of trade or of agriculture is impaired by enhancements

in rates (even though such enhancements are called for

by reason of heavy rise in working expenses) the matter

requires serious consideration, for the retarding of economic

development of a country or of important industries or of

any important trade or of agriculture must do harm to the

railway itself eventually, if not immediately. And in

cases like these, the endeavour of the railway should be

to keep the railway rates as low as they can afford to

charge and to do utmost to economise in working expenses,

so as to enable the railways to be financially able to give

the rates, which the traffic can bear. Such a measure

would appear to be imperative in the case of State-owned

railways, even though they may be run on commercial

lines, subject to the condition that no non-paying rates are

quoted.

One interesting feature connected with Table II is

the comparison between rates of railways of this

country, with different traffic and working conditions.

Any comparison between the average rates and

fares of one country's railways with those of another

country's railways does not throw much light. Even
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between two railways of the same country the traffic

conditions sometimes differ vary greatly and the average

rate is more or less governed by the nature of the traffic

carried. Let us for purposes of practical demonstration

take the case of two Railways of India,

Reasons for varying Low or High Average Hates over

Different Railways.

During 1025-26, the average rates for general merchan-

dise, when taken separately from Coal, were 7*30 pies per

ton per mile on the E. I, Railway and 1 1*0 pies per ton

mile on the li. B. & C. I. Railway. This big difference

against the B. B. & C, I. Railway was almost entirely

accounted for by the fact that B. B, & C. I. Railway's

earnings under the head "
general merchandise" were to no

small extent derived from its Cotton traffic, on which

much higher rates are generally charged as compared
with the rates for say, grain, pulses, oil-seeds or sugar,

in which latter items the traffic of the E. I. Ry., was far

greater than in cotton. Of the total earnings of the B. B.

& (\ I. Railway from general merchandise, other than

Coal, amounting to about 6f crores of rupees the Cotton

traffic (in raw and manufactured Cotton) accounted for

no less than one crore and sixty lacs of rupees or about

25 per cent., whereas in the case of the E. I. Railway out

of its earnings, from merchandise traffic other than Coal,

of nearly 6$ crores of rupees, its revenue from Cotton

traffic during the same year, 1925-26, was but 7f lacs of

rupees or slightly over 1 per cent, of the total earnings

from general merchandise other than Coal. Naturally,

therefore, the average rates of the B. B. & C, I, Ry,

were higher,

Even taking the case of the railways which have their

Head Quarters in Calcutta, and radiate from this port,
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though in different directions, it is seen that while the

average rate of the E. I. Ry. was 7.30 pies in 1925-26

those of the E.B. Ry. were 10*8 pies ; this was entirely

due to the fact that the E. B. Ry. carries a very heavy
traffic in jute and also a fair amount of traffic in tea.

Now both jute and tea, because of their higher prices,

are able to bear a much higher rate than either grain,

pukes, or oilseeds. The E. I. llailway carried a far

heavier traffic in these latter commodities than in jute

or tea and thus showed a low average rate than the

E. B. Ry., the earnings of which were derived a good

deal from jute and tea, mainly the former. But although

the E. I. Ry. carried mostly low priced comncodities (coal,

grain, oilseeds and pulses) and earned low rates per

unit mile, it had the advantage of getting heavy and

concentrated loads for its wagons and trains as the

following figures will show :

TABLE III

Average not freight
load per trait).

E. I. R. ... 410 tons.

PL B. R. ... 352

And factors like these helped towards reducing the

cos! of carrying the traffic on the E, I. ]{y. as shown

in Table I.

Low Kale per Ton Mile on a Large Volume of Traffic

vteam Larger Net Profit.

It is generally held that low profit per unit, repeated

several times, on a bigger volume of traffic, is more remu-

nerative in the long run than large profit per unit on a

smaller volume of business. This will be apparent from

the figures that follow :
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TABLE IV

Public Merchandise, Goods and Coal.

1925-26 freight Average profit for

(goods) ton miles carrying (goods)

(net). one ton one mile,
in pies.

(In Thousands)

E. I. R. ... ... 5,342,573 1'33

N. W. 11. ... ... 1,906,880 2'2l

B. B. &C. I. ... ... 1,541,125 3'35

E. B. R. ... ... 646,727 3-10

The goods earnings of and the working expenses of

the following Rys. for carrying goods traffic were as

under

TABLE V

Result* of carrying public merchandise*

Cost of Net earnings
finnds earnings. Working of goods from the

traffic. goods traffic.

(In ttnpees)

B. B. & C. i. Railway 7,36,94,000 4,46,13,179 2,90,80,812
E. I. Railway 12,52,01,000 8,43,14 735 4,09,56,265
E B. Railway 8,32,98,000 2,15,55,000 1,27,43,000

N. W. Hallway 8,59,98,000 0,10,98,925 2,48,99,075

Table II shows that the average rates of the E. I.

Ry. were much lower than those of the E. B. Railway

or N. W. Ry. or the B. B. & C. I. Hallway, and Table

IV proves that the average net profit of the E. I. Ry.

per unit was very small
v
'half and less than half of any

of the other three Rys.), but owing to the volume of traffic

of (he E. I. Ry, being much greater (although by far

the largest proportion of their traffic was in coal, which

was carried at exceptional rates which again were as

low as the average cost of carrying traffic, viz., 2*85 pies

the average coal rate against '73 pies the average cost

pf carriage) the E. I. Ry. was able to show a total net
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profit on tHfe goods traffic at a much higher figure than

any of the other 3 Eys, above mentioned. This completely

proves the theory that a low profit per unit, repeated

several times, brings in a larger aggregate profit in the

long run than smaller volume of traffic with high rates

generally does. But of course those railways which have

mostly high priced goods to carry must charge relatively

high rates compared to those charged on much lower

priced goods, for low rates on high priced goods are

not needed, as they would hardly affect prices paid by

consumers but would affect the railways' net revenue,

adversely, which will mean that the power of the railway

to quote reasonably low rates for coal or grain or for

third class passengers would be taken away. The

E. L Ey. capital expenditure is high, owing to its being

most up to date of the Indian Railways and because

of its giving extensive facilities to goods and pas-

sengers, and due to its having a large amount of

rolling stock. In spite of this, and although the E. I. Ey,

had very low average rates, owing to its carrying

mostly low priced commodities, it was mainly because

the E. I. By. traffic was carried in full wagonloads,

and as the density of its traffic was very thick, and tlie

traffic was constant and in regular trainloads, that

the E. I. Ey. was able to make a larger aggregate

profit on the whole, and was thus able to contribute the

largest amount of money to the State Ey. funds and

to the general finances of the Govt., and the net return

on its heavy capital outlay was also good, nearly 7 per

cent, which was also partly due to the E. I. Ey. having

heavy traffic in passengers as well. The E. I. Ey.

passenger fares are however not the lowest, The B. & N.

"W. and the E. & K. Eys. charge lower fares,



CHAPTER IV.

RAILWAY PASSENGER TRAFFIC AND PARES.

The passenger traffic on Indian Railways consists of 4

classes, viz., the first, second, Inter and the third. During the

year ending 30th March, 1926 out of the total gross earnings

of Indian (class I) Eailways amounting to 1.09,68,85,000

rupees the earnings from the carriage of passengers amount-

ed to Es. 37,70,02,000 or the passenger earnings represented

34% of the total earnings. The total number of passengers

carried over (class I) Eailways amounted to 589,386,500

of which third class passengers were 56 4-,41 8,600 or

nearly 95% and the earnings derived from the third class

passengers came to Rs 33,09,80,000 out of a total passenger

earnings of Rs. 37,67,51,000 or the earnings from all class-

es of passengers. Thus, it is evident that third class pass-

enger traffic plays an important part in the business

of the Indian Eailways and in the revenue earned by

them.

India, it is true, is a vast country but not yet fully

developed from an industrial and economic point of view ;

its population is mostly agricultural and not rich. Indian

Eailways have, therefore, to cater principally for poor

people, and it goes without question that if Indian railways

want to carry traffic in passengers in increased numbers

or even in their present numbers, they (the railways

must continue to levy cheap fares and try to be able

to afford still cheaper fares. While in the United States

of America the increase in business is expected large-

ly from improvements in comforts, luxury and speed

of travel, rather than reduction in fares, in India the largest

11
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increases hiiherto have been from increases in number

of trains and reduction in fares. It is, however, true that

speed of travel, which was at one time thought of no im-

portance to third class passengers in India, is very much

appreciated and every fast train put on by the Railways

has been at once popular.

Although it is openly said in America that the

American Railways cater for a wealthy nation, it

is believed, even in that country, by some students of

Economics " that there should be a large demand

for a cheaper service
"

in America because experience

of continental Railways is that inferior but inex-

pensive travelling enables poorer people to travel extensively.

In India, besides the mass of population being agricul-

tural and poor, the density of population is not thick every-

where, and the number of big towns is comparatively

small, and the causes of travel are not the same as in

European countries ; only a limited number of people travel

on pleasure trips or on excursions or travel for sight-seeing

or to and from health resorts.

People in India travel either (I) on business, or (2)

in search of employment, or (3) on pilgrimages, or (4)

on marriage ceremonies, or (5) to attend courts.

The one feature to be noted is that in spite of it

being possible to travel hundreds of miles continu-

ously by rail in India, which is a country of long

distances, the average distance travelled by third

class passengers, taking all the (1st class) Railways

together was not more than 33 miles per passenger*

It is true, however, that if the statistical average distance

had been taken out separately for through passengers

(who travel over 2 or more Railways) the average number

of miles it* the case of such passengers would have been
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somewhat greater, but, anyhow, the fact remains that

taking the important Railways individually it was only

in the case of the Bengal Nagpur and the East Indian

Railways that the average distances travelled by a third

class passenger were 49 and 45 miles respectively (in

the case of the Jodhpur Railway the average distance

was a little over 50 miles). In the case of all the other

Railways in India, the average distance covered by a

third class passenger was less than 40 miles. Excepting

in the case of the Bengal and North-Western

and the Rohilkhand and Kumaon Railways, which

show an average fare of 2*49 pies and 2 74 pies respec-

tively, the average third class fares of all the other

important Railways were generally more than 3'30

pies per mile.

It is admitted that daring recent years the important

trunk railways particularly the E. I. R., have added

substantially to the train service and to the travelling

facilities of third class passengers (although it is claimed

by the public that a great deal more remains to be

done). Even at 3 pies per mile the cost of travelling

50 miles comes to 12 annas, which to a rural agricultural

labourer means more than two days' wages. Even if the

fare per mile for first 150 miles come to ^ pies per mile

the cost would be 3i annas, or Rs. 2, which means

that an agricultural labourer must be able to spare

6 or 7 days' wages to be able to travel 150 miles.

Although it is correct that distance for distance

the lowest class fares on Indian Railways compare

very favourably with the fares of Railways of England

or of the United States of America there is hardly any

comparison between the two kinds of accommodation,

between the comforts provided for third class
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passengers in those countries and in India. Moreover,

having regard to the income of agricultural classes

in rural areas in India it is hardly possible to expect

long distance Railway travelling on a large scale unless

either their income increases substantially or unless the

fares go down. Of course during very important melas

and fairs, some people exhaust all their funds to visit the

religious shrines or to bathe in the holy waters of the

Ganges on the occasion, but even to-day many travel on foot

because of their inability to pay the fares. In any case, the

figures of average distance per passenger is a proof that

each individual Railway by coming down in its fares for

distances in excess of 80 miles or so for third class

passengers would assist to encourage long distance

travelling without the chance of losing much revenue,

because the present number travelling in excess of Ihese

distances cannot be very appreciable from Railway

earning point of view if the Railway statistics are

reliable. Reductions in fares for the long distances have

to be substantial, to be really useful to the Railways and

to the public.

People of India are generally not of migratory habits

but still a number of people go for long distances away
from their homes.

Passengers on business travel for both long and short

distances, but generally for short distances except, for

instance, Afghan traders, who come from the direction of

Peshawar to trade in Bengal selling asafoetida, dried fruits,

winter clothing and lending money. The Banias of

Marwar in Rajputana, or Banias and Bohras of Gujrat,

Kathiawar and Cutch also travel on business far and wide.

The inhabitants of Behar and Orissa travel far in search

of employment, and the mill hands of the jute mills in
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Bengal consist mainly of imported labourers from Behar,

the U. P. and the Madras Presidency. The Santhals and

other aboriginal tribes from Chota-Nagpur and also from

tLe Central Provinces go in large numbers to work in the

tea gardens of Assam. The labourers employed in the

Bombay Cotton Mills are generally Ghatis or Marhattas

from Konkan. A number of domestic servants and

agricultural labourers in Bengal are Beharis and Orias.

The E. I. Railway, (including tne O. & B. Railway) has

direct access to a large number of big cities (e.ff., Delhi,

Agra, Cawnpore, Allahabad, Benares, Luckuow) and the

important places of pilgrimages such as Baidyanath, Gaya,

Benares, Allahabad, Ajodhya, Hardwar, Naimisbaran

(Balamau) are also on the E. I. Railway, and a number

of pilgrims visit these places. The B. B. & C. I.

Railway has the largest daily suburban traffic in and out

of Bombay. The country through which this railway

passes has industrial and commercial centres, such as

Ahmedabad, Bombay, Nadiad, Viramgam ;
the industrial

and commercial activities of Gujrat, Kathiv\ar, and of the

Bombay Presidency in general, account for the large

number of passengeis on this railway.

Density of traffic round about big cities, especially if

there are civil courts, mills and factories, is large, although

such traffic is generally for short distances. It is said that

"
density of population shortens the average railway

journey aud raises the benefit which the public derive

from choice of trains/' These remarks may apply to

passenger traffic and passenger trains for the B, B, & C. I.

Railway broad gauge and on the E. B. Ry.

The South Indian Railway is entirely within the

Madras Presidency, which has a population of 300 per sq.

mile, but compared with the M. & S. M. Railway, which
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also runs through the Madras Presidency and the Deccan,

the passenger traffic of the S. I. Railway was large.

The number of passengers per mile on the S, I. Railway
was greater than even of the B.I. Railway and the G.

I. P. Railway and were only next to those of the B. B. &
C. L Railway. Pilgrims go from all parts of India to

Setu-Bandha Ramoswaram, on the extreme south, the

same as people from all provinces come to Muttra,

Brindaban, Benares, Ajodhya, Hardwar, Allahabad, Dwarka

and a shrine of very great importance is Puri (Jagannath)

on the B. N. Railway.

No advertisement is needed in India to inform the

people of places where there are religious shrines (such as

Setu-Bandha Raraes-waram in the extreme south of India

and Badrinath on the top of the Himalayas on the extreme

north at a very high elevation). Hindu pilgrims climb up

to the Himalayas and then go to Setu-Bandha Rames-

wararn all the way on foot. The poor would sell everything

or go as mendicants to undertake pilgrimages to religious

shrines, and every Hindu villager, literate and illiterate,

makes it a point to know the exact dates of the various im-

portant me?as and fairs; no advertisement is needed to tell

them of the dates of happenings of these mrlas and fairs,

but what they really want is cheap fares and accommodation

in trains so as to be able to reach the places of pilgrimage

in time for bathing in holy waters or to visit temples ar d

worship on the exact date*. If reduced fares are granted

or extra trains are given it would certainly pay the railways

to advertise the same in every village of importance. The

notices should be printed in the vernacular of the district

in which they are circulated, and should be distributed

through the help of District Civil authorities, who would

assist the railways in securing the assistance of
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" Union Boards," Village Panehayats and of police thonas,

and outposts in distributing the notices; the most effective

way of advertising would be by beating of drums the

drum beaters to be accompanied by criers, who would

announce the reduced fares and extra trains and distribute

the notices. Panda* or the priests of various shrines, who

visit all parts of India to bring pilgrims, would also be

useful canvassers and advertisers.

The passenger fares in India are said to be cheap. In

the case of lowest (or the third) class passenger traffic

the maximum and the minimum fares are :

Maximum. Pies per mile. Minimum. Pies per mile.

By mail train. By other trains. By mail train. By other trains.

5 4 ... H
the present rates for charge, say on the East Indian

Railway, on the basis of telescopic scale are :

By mail. Per mile.

1 to 50 miles 5 pies

plus

51 to 300 miles 4 pies

plus

301 and over 2$ pies

By trains Per mile.

Other than mail.

1 to 50 mile 3 pies

plus

51 to 300 miles 3 pies

plus

801 and over 2 pies

Commencing from 1903 and for a long time afterwards
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the third dass passenger fares were as follows on the

E. I. Railway

For distance up to ICO miles ... 2 pies per mile

101 to 300 miles ... 2 pies per mile

For distances beyond 800 miles ... l pies per mile

The fares were enhanced during and after the War
; but

they have come down recently, though they are yet far

above the old fares.

Copious supply of drinking water, ventilation, and

sufficient sitting accommodation are great necessities in

India during the hot months and some railways are work-

ing towards improvements in these respects.

In Alfred Marshall's
"
Industry and Trade "

the

following remarks occur :

"
It used to be held that a fast train costs more than

one which made many stoppages on the same route. This

was partly because an engine that could travel fast, was

very expensive, but improved methods of exact mechani-

cal engineering have reduced this difference ; and it is now

understood, that a train travelling forty or fifty miles an

hour with but very few stoppages is less costly than that

which makes frequent stoppages, and is yet required to

attain a good pace between pairs. Therefore, the practice

of charging additional fares for express trains has declined,

especially in Britain."

It is seen, however, in India that there is a differ-

ence between the fares of ordinary and of express trains,

but it is to be hoped that this difference will disappear in

time as expenses decrease.



CHAPTER V.

RAILWAY STATISTICS AND ECONOMIC WORKING METHODS.

The aim to be attained through railway statistics

is to test the human agency to perform the work, next

the mechanical agencies provided by the railways, then

the conditions which affect the business of a railway,

as well as those conditions that affect the performance

of work and, lastly, whether a railway can, by betterment

of conditions and through productive expenditure, effect

economical management and increase its business and

capacity to perform greater service and earn more net

revenue.

In the early stages of rail way s> only the most ordinary

statistics were kept showing the amount of goods and

number of passengers carried, the money earned from

them separately, the number of trains run and the

working expenses under a few main heads such figures

admitted of comparison being made with similar figures

for previous years ; but this did not enable the railway

authorities to ascertain what was the cost of each unit

of work performed or whether any of the adverse results

was due to avoidable or unavoidable causes. As the

business and mileage grew and the expenses went up it

became necessary to keep most elaborate statistics in

order to effect economy and attain efficiency of service to

carry more traffic at less cost.

It being recognised that a railway can only serve

its own interests best by trying to serve the interests

pf its customers it should be the object of railways to

attain both economy and efficiency, and in most cases

u
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both go hand in hand, as for instance, the quicker the

goods are carried the more will be the weight of traffic

carried by a railway within a given time because of

wagons being turned round quicker to loading points.

This being so, the result will be more gross revenue

to the railway along with efficient service to the public,

but unless the service is performed economically there

will not be much net gain to the railway, and, therefore,

it will be to the interests of both the public and of the

railways to avoid any loss to the railway, because if such

loss continues the railway will not be able to render the

service for any length of time.

It is economy to render increased service for the same

amount of cost, but as service consists of certain work

done it is essential to examine both the woik and the

cost or to measure the cost both in s. d. and in work

done for each unit, and this cannot be done unless an

account of each unit of work done, either by human

agency or by machinery is kept, analysed and examined

with a view to remedy defects and effect improve-

ments.

Revenue or Traffic Statistics.

The first object of a railway being to get traffic it is

necessary to ascertain what business a railway has at

present and what money it is earning therefrom. Detailed

account of traffic and earnings used to be kept by some

of the railways of India on an elaborate basis and were

published first every six months and subsequently annually.

These statistics were called
" Revenue Statistics

" and

contained the following particulars :

(a) Traffic <both Passengers and Goods) between

a pair of stations, viz., the total number and weight

the earnings.
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(6) The weight and earnings of traffic at each station

(viz., total wnght of goods received and despatched,

and the money earned therefrom, and, similarly, the number

of passengers booked from and to, and the revenue earned

therefrom).

(c) Description and weight of traffic under various

important commodities handled at each station and the

railway earnings therefrom,

(d) Details of traffic in more important commodities

(which contributed largely towards the earnings of a

railway) between two points to and from which they

moved and the earnings therefrom, such as weight of

cotton carried on the G. I. P. Railway from each of its

stations to Bombay, Cawnpore, etc., and the money earned

in each case by the railway.

(e) The weight and the freight value of the traffic

to and from the important and major ports from and

to the interior, viz., from and to every station on the

railway concerned to and from the major ports.

The main object of these Revenue statistics is to make

comparisons batweau the results of the present and the

past years, in order to see if there is any drop or increase

in the business of a railway in any particular class of

traffic between any two specific points, with a view to

steps being taken to increase the business, where there

is a fall or stagnancy, by such means, within the power of

a railway, as will r.ttaiu this.

These statistics were immensely useful to the trade of

India generally, in thirf si-nse that they were utilised by

both the Imperial and Provincial Governments in the
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compilation of statistics of movement of trade both iu and

out of India, The publication of these statistics has now

been more or Jess abolished by Indian IIailways and neither

the Provincial Government nor the trade therefore get

any benefit from such statistics now, although -the Kailway

officials can, if they desire, get such information as they

require from their own records but this is now more

laborious and difficult work than it was when such statistics

were maintained and published. In the absence of these

statistics a Rates manager can hardly justify his existence.

Operative Statistics.

The operative statistics relate to service and cost of

operating the traffic and should be prepared intelligently

and in a useful form so that they may be used intelligently

and usefully.

Next, they should be in the hands of the operating

officials not six months after, but very soon after the

expiry of the period to which the statistics relate. There-

fore, in the case of operative statistics monthly returns are

more useful than half-yearly or yearly statistics. Fur-

ther, comparisons should be drawn with similar figures for

the same month for two previous years at least.

The standard unit of statistics is
"
passenger per

unit mile" and "goods per ton mile" and income

and cost. The cost per ton of goods carried

per mile is affected by the number of train miles

and this is again affected by the weight of goods carried

per train ; the more weight a train carries the less is the

cost per each ton carried by that train, because the cost

of running the train is distributed between a larger num-

ber of units. Moreover, the weight carried by a train

cannot be high unless the load iu each wagon on the train

is also high. Further, more miles a wagon runs per day
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more will be the money earned and work turned out by

the wagon, because it will be able to make a larger num-

ber of trips, and thus bring in more revenue to the railway,

within a given period of time than the same wagon would

earn if it made lesser number of trips within the same

period and thus carried less weight of goods within that

time. All operative statistics are more or less designed to

bring about these vesults.

The following explanations will show how ton miles

combined with other figuies test the efficiency or other-

wise of the results

Route miles^ the actual mileage of the railway excluding the double,

fcriplo or quadruple lines or the sidings.

Gross ton miles = weight of traffic plus tare weight of the wagon in

which it is carried x distance carried.

Tons x no. of miles carried= Ton miles.

Ton miles -T- Route miles= average density of traffic per mile of the

railway.

Ton miles -f- Tons carried = average distance, i.e., the average distance

for which traffic is carried.

Train miles mileage run by trains (no. of trains x no. of miles run).

Ton miles -J- Train miles = Train load, i.e., the average load per each

train per mile.

Engine miles= No. of Engines x no. of miles run.

Wagon miles No of miles run by wagons (no. of wagons x the no. of

miles run). Wagon miles per empty and per loaded

runs are also shown separately.

Ton miles -r Wagon miles = avarage load per wagon per mile.

Train hours ~ indicate the time the engine is employed in carrying a

train.

Ton miles-*- Train hours= Ton miles c&rried per train hour.

Ton miles-f- loaded wagon miles =* average load per loaded vehicle per
mile carried,

Shunting hours 3* time occupied by engines in attaching or detaching

wagons en loute or in station yards; apart from the

work done by engines in hauling trains.

Ton mi lea + shunting hours Shows the amount of traffic hauled by

shunting engines per hour, i.e., the work
turned out by shunting engines.
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Ton miles 1*- Wagon stock in use of a Ry. = Wagon user and shows the

extent the wagon stock was

employed in carrying traffic.

Ton miles-*- Engine stock in use of a Ry.= Engine user and shows the

extent to which the engines

were used in carrying traffic.

Weight of coal consumed 4- Ton miles shows the extent of coal used in

carrying each ten mile.

sThe above results are but average results. Although,

statistics are worked out by rules of mathematics

they have not the exactness of the mathematical

problems. The average results do not give the exact

information about the cost of and the work done by

any one particular unit, but, nevertheless, they show,

if examined month by month with the results of the

same period of previous years or of previous months,

whether there is economy or wastage. So that average

statistics, though not exactly accurate, help both the

administrative and the executive to see whether there is

wastage or economy, and after all this is the aim and

object of statistics. When the average cost of any one of

the various units jumps off or the average work done by

any of the units drops down it then becomes a matter

for enquiry with a view to find out, and remedy the

defects, if any.

As previously stated, the main object of a Railway in

to carry traffic and to carry it expeditionsly and eco-

nomically from the starting point to destination.

First and foremost, it is necessary to arrive at a certain

basis which would form the criterion for test as to

whether these objects are being attained or not from day to

day, from week to wesk, from month to month and from

year to year. Some consider that goods ton miles (tonnage

carried x number of miles for which carried) are one of

the chief essentials of Railway Goods statistics to gauge
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all things in regard to Economic working or otherwise,

Others, however, think that
density of traffic is a better

criterion than ton miles because, generally, increased density

of traffic per mile of Railway means reduced cost of working

per ton per miJe as the cost is thereby distributed between

a larger number of units. Cost of maintenance of the road,

cost of station service, repairs to rolling stock, over-head

expenses, supervision charges and many other classes

of expenditure, excepting the actual expenses of running

extra trains put on to carry the increased traffic, do not

generally rise in proportion to the rise in traffic, be-

cause such expenses, except the actual running expenses,

in most cases are constant for lesser or greater traffic.

The constant expenses may be called independent costs as

they have to be incurred in any case, whereas the expenses

of hauling a train so far as they relate to cost of

fuel, oil and wages of the train crew may be called

dependent costs. And if a railway is earning from

increased trains or increased traffic more than the dependent

cost then it is worth while carrying that traffic or running

extra trains for the same. The greater the density of

traffic the better will be the net revenue.

It is admitted that by themselves ton miles statistics

are of little use ; they are, however, very useful when com-

bined with other figures, The ton miles would first assist

to show the density of Goods, i.e., traffic per mile of a Rail-

way, when divided by the route mileage of the Railway (the

route mileage representing the actual length of the Railway

but excluding the mileage involved in loop lines, double,

triple and quadruple lines and sidings, whether commer-

cial or transportation).

After Goods ton miles, we may take into account the

train miles, the engine miles and the vehicle miles. The
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train mil& are arrived at by multiplying the number of

trains by the number of miles ran by the trains. The

total number of miles run by all the engines, say during

a month! divided by the number of days in a month give

the total engine miles per day and the latter divided by
the total number of engines utilised show the number of

miles run per engine per day. The vehicle or wagon
miles are arrived at by multiplying the total number of

miles run by all the vehicles by the number of

vehicles utilised in attaining this mileage. The train

miles, the engine miles and the vehicle miles respec-

tively indicate the work done by trains, engines and

vehicles. The loaded and empty train miles, the loaded

and empty wagon miles, and the light engine mileage

should be ascertained for each section of a Railway, then

these figures require to be worked out separately for the

Up and the Down directions for each section or division

of a railway, and on the railways where the coal traffic

is heavy, Up and Down coal wagon mileage (loaded and

empty) should be shown separately from similar figures

for the general merchandise traffic, the object of this

separation being to make a rough estimate of the cost of

operating the coal traffic for which very low rates are

charged. The average net load per each train (which

is arrived at by dividing the ton miles by train miles)

and the average load per wagon (ton miles divided by

loaded wagon miles) show the actual traffic work done

by trains and wagons.

Light engine mileage is involved when engines return

without loads to work back trains, and this occurs when

the traffic is heavy in one direction and light on the other.

The weight of a train includes the actual weight of the

traffic carried by it as well as the weight of the vehicles,

the latter being known as the tare load and the former
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as the net load of a train. The tare weight and the net

weight added together make up gross load. The empty
train mileage, the empty wagon mileage, the light engine

mileage, and the tare weight of trains represent non-

productive work that has to be performed as complemen-

tary to the productive work. Then there are the shunting

miles which represent the attaching, detaching and moving
about of vehicles in a yard as also the work involved in

supplying empty wagons to coal mines, stone quarry

sidings and also in delivering loaded and empty wagons to

mills and factories and drawing them out, either loaded

or empty.

The receipts are analysed by earnings per train mile,

per vehicle mile and per ton mile and the working costs

are also similarly analysed and the average gross trainload

(which is arrived at by adding together the freight ton

miles and the tare weight of the trains reckoned in ton

miles, and by dividing the total of the two by the number

of train miles) shows the average load hauled by train

engines and enables one to see its effect on running

expenses. From the point of view of a railway which

sells transportation, or the space in a wagon, it is essential

to see how much a wagon earns per day, per month and

per year and what is the total expenditure on haulage per

wagon. For this purpose the number of miles run per

wagon per month, per engine per month, and the ton

miles carried by each engine per month, freight loads per

train and per wagon are important items for examination

along with the analysis of running expenses for each unit

of 1,000 gross ton miles and 1,000 net ton miles carried.

The more a vehicle earns per day the better it is for

a railway and each additional loaded vehicle mile means

more money earned. Thus it is clear that the tipae

13
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required at the forwarding stations for loading, at the

receiving stations for unloading, at transhipment points,

where there are breaks of gauge, and the time taken in

the transit of wagons, both loaded and empty, should be

shortened and the load of freight per wagon and per train

increased as far as possible. The first and foremost is to

see that engines, wagons and trains get through quick,

but merely getting trains through quick is not sufficient

because most detentions to wagons en route occur at

roadside stations for want of clearance, and particularly

in large train forming yards. Detentions to trains at

stations mean wastage in coal and oil and wages of train

crew, and detentions in big yards and at stations amount

to reducing the earning capacity of the wagons.

With more engine miles per day and bigger train-

loads, lesser consumption of coal per ton mile should be

the general result. A larger train load means less number

of trains for a given amount of traffic and more miles

run per engine per day mean quicker movement of wagons,

thus increasing the carrying capacity of wagons within

a given time by turning them round quicker.

Train loads are made up of wagon loads. The larger

the number of freight wagons per train and the bigger the

load per each wagon, the greater will be the freight train

loads. High capacity wagons help better loads per each

wagon and for each train, provided the capacity is very

largely utilised, but if high capacity wagons are not given

good loads they only go to add to the dead weight of trains,

which is a greater waste. Therefore best endeavours

should be made to give as big loads per wagon as can be

obtained. Not only this the Eailway Administration

should see that they do not provide either too high or too

,Jow capacity wagons. In India, even ;vith big graia
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traffic on the whole the load from individual stations is

nofc big, and if a wagon has to be kept waiting for a

load of 300 maunds, to be made up of odd consignments,
it delays traffic, affects the piofits of traders by blocking

up their capital and thus restricts business. It is doubtful

therefore, whether under these circumstances it pays in

all cases to detain wagons for full loads, particularly if

the load is to be made up of odd packages. 81 maunds or

100 maunds loads might be more easily obtainable than

'300 maunds ; and especially when at the present moment,
in India, a large number of wagons are standing empty
and idle it would be best to utilise the wagons. It is

correct that detaining of wagons for full loads is true

economy, but it is also to be seen that the business ib not

eventually retarded by detention of goods.

When the balance of traffic in two directions is not

even there must be empty running of wagons in one

direction. Also when there is shortage of wagons, the

empty percentage will probably rise as wagons cannot

wait for a load, and must be sent on empty to another

station for immediate use. This, again, means more train

miles, because for loads that could have been cleared by

detaining wagons, instead of returning them empty,

empties have to be worked in again to clear the loads.

The main units of work done in connection with

freight traffic are ton miles and wagon miles and the

main units of costs are the train engine hours and the

shunting engine hours. Therefore, if the number of ton

miles per day per engine or per engine hour is shown

they should serve as a basis for ascertaining whether the

traffic is being expeditiously and economically worked

or not.

Each Eailway in India is required to publish statistics

of both passenger and goods traffic operation and they
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are'shown under the following heads and the Bailways get

out for their own use similar statistics for each section and

division of a Bailway, and it is essential that these statis-

tics should be carefully studied by all concerned in traffic

operation. The statistics are published every month.

Average speed of trains.

Average wagon load.

Coaching stock.

Average authorised stock.

Number on the line.

Number under or awaiting repair.

Number overdue repair.

Coaching vehicle miles.

Coal consumption.

Train engines.

Shunting engines including those employed on sidings,

Ibs. of coal consumed per engine mile.

ffis. of coal consumed per 1,000 gross ton miles-

For passenger and proportion of mixed.

For goods and proportion of mixed.

Commodity statistics.

Traffic carried under 80 heads.

Earnings under SO beads.

Density.

Passenger miles per running track mile per day,

Net ton miles per running track miles per day.

Earnings.

Passenger.

Goods.

Gross.

Net.
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Engines.

Average authorised stock.

Number available for use.

Nurober in use daily, by classes.

Number under or awaiting repair.

Engine failures.

Engine hours of.

Train engines.

Shunting engines.

Other engines (including assisting engines required to

push trains over heavy grades or trains with

very heavy loads; assisting engines kept in steam

but not required and light engines).

Siding engines,

Engine miles of.

Train engines.

Shunting engines.

Assisting engines required.

Assisting engines not required.

Light engines.

Siding engines.

Engine miles per day per engine in use.

per day per engine on the line.

per passenger engine per day.

,, per goods engine per day,

,. per mixed engine per day.

per engine failure.

Expenditure.

Working expenses by departments.

Replacements and renewals.
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Goods stock.

Average authorised number.

number on the line daily.

number of unserviceable wagons on the line

daily.
Number overdue repair.

Light engine miles pen 100 (rain miles.

Passenger,

Goods ,

Loads of Goods trains.

In wagons.

In net or freight tons.

In gross tons.

Oil Consumption.

For Train engines.

For Passenger and Goods vehicles.

pints of oil consumed per 100 engine miles.

Pints of oil consumed per 1,000 vehicle miles.

Passengers.

Number originating on a railway by classes.

Number carried by classes.

Passenger miles by classes,

Earnings by classes.

Shunting miles.

Of Passenger engines,

Of Goods engines.

Per 100 train miles.

Passenger.

Goods.
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Ton miles.

Net ton miles.

ii > 9 per wagon day,

per locomotive day.

per shunting engine hour.

per train engine hour.

Gross ton miles.

Gross ton miles per total engine hour.

per train engine hour.

Train miles.

Train miles per train engine hour

Passenger, mixed and goods trains separately.

Train miles per total engine hour

Passenger, mixed and goods.

Wagon miles.

Wagon miles per engine hour.

,, per shunting hour.

per wagon day.

A great deal has been done on Indian Railways, during

recent years, in the matter of obtaining, compiling and

utilising operative statistics, but, it is to be regretted, that

the same cannot be said of " Revenue Statistics." Hoth

in the chapter on "
Railway Rates "

and in the present

chapter the necessity for compiling and utilising
" Revenue

or Traffic Statistics
"
has been pointed out, and it is to be

hoped that steps will be taken in this connection. A
Rates manager can hardly justify his existence unless he

has full information as regards traffic movements in

various important commodities between any two points.

Moreover, ton mileage statistics of all the important com-

modities should also be available in addition to the statis-

tics that used to be kept at one time and have been

Abolished (but should be reintroduced).



CHAPTER VI.

GOVERNMENT CONTROL.

When the Railways were first made in India they

were owned by guaranteed Kail way Companies incorporated

in England. Government of India exercised control

over these companies in respect of their operation, through

Consulting Engineers who were appointed by and

responsible to the Government of India. In the first

place, a railway can on no account be opened for public

traffic until a Government Inspector certifies that the

railway has been constructed to meet all the requirements

laid down by the Government. Safety of passengers,

standard of construction of the railway line, of bridges

and of rolling stock are the things that these Inspectors

are required to thoroughly look into. Further, periodical

inspections of railways, after they have been opened for

traffic, are also made by these Inspectors. The rates and

fares are controlled by the Government who fixes the

maximum and minimum rates and the classification of

goods. The original companies were given gifts of free

land and a guaranteed interest on the capital, at 5/> , 4%%
and 4/& according to the market rate? prevailing when

the various contracts were made and, therefore, in practi-

cally all matters of importance, excepting in the case of

the choice of staff, the companies were under supervision

and control of the Government of India, which had the

power to decide the standard and details of constructions,

the type and the number of rolling stock, the number

and timings and speed of trains, expenditure to be incurred,

standard of maintenance and the form of accounts.

Subsequently, as the Government took over the railways,
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and the property became that of the State, the adminis-

trative control exercised by the Government over the

companies to whom the railways were leased for working,

became more extensive, and the aforesaid control still

prevails more or less, although in certain respects extended

powers have been given of late to the companies, but in

the main they are under control and supervision of the

Government. In the matter of rates and fares, the

railway companies were no doubt given sufficient latitude

between the maximum and minimum limits, but the

Government could at any time appoint a railway

commission to investigate complaints on matters relating

to reasonable facilities, reasonable rates and undue pre-

ference. In the matter of accounts and expenditure, the

Government Auditors, first in the beginning for many

years, made extensive checks on companies' accounts,

and in later years restricted themselves to test audits.

More or less, the same order of things remains even

to-day, but as the railways have been acquired by the

^tate and a large mileage of State railways is now operated

by direct State agencies of the Government of India, the

latter have absolute powers over State railways, and in

respect of company lines, in which the Government has

a preponderating financial interest, there is always a

Government director on the Board of Directorate, who

has the absolute power of veto in all matters, except in

connection with the choice of staff. There is now a

Bailway Kates Advisory Committee, which has been

empowered to hear complaints, to investigate and take

evidence in respect of unreasonable rates, undue preference

and withholding of traffic facilities and to make recom-

mendations in this respect to the Government of India, It

is surmised that after some time, this Bates Advisory Com-

mittee will be turned into Rates Tribunal. It is, however,
14
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to be borne in mind that the position of a Rates

Tribunal in India would be more difficult than of the

Rates Tribunal in Great Britain or of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in U.S.A., because whereas in the

two latter countries the Tribunal and the Commission

have to adjudicate between interests of private companies

on one side and of public on the other, in India, a tribunal

or a rates advisory committee will have to or have to take

into account also the factor that if, as the result of their

decision or recommendation, any heavy loss is inflicted

on railways by a drastic reduction in railway rates it

would mean that this loss would eventually fall on the

tax-payers who are the owners of most of the 'trunk

railways of India. Nevertheless, a Tribunal or rates

advisory committee is very useful in determining whether

or not the railways are doing their best to act impartially

and do not take such measures and quote such rates as

would impede the development of India's economic

condition. Administrative control of the Government

of India over Eailways is now exercised by the Railway

Board, which consists of a Chief Commissioner, a Financial

Commissioner and two members, besides a staff of

Directors, Dy. Directors and Assistant Directors, Secretary

and Assistant Secretary. The Chief Commissioner is

the head of the Eailway Department of the Government

of India and is responsible to and under the Member for

Commerce in the Executive Council of the Viceroy. The

Financial Commissioner, though ordinarily a member of

the Railway Board for purposes of all administrative

work, is also responsible to the Finance Member of the

Executive Council of the Viceroy and is his representative

in the Eailway Department. The following extract from

Eailway Board's Administration Eeport for 1924-25 will

show the relations between the Government and the
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guaranteed companies now working certain State railways

as lessees.
" The lines that they work are the property of

the State.

The greater part of the capital is the property of the

Government, either through having been

originally supplied by it or through the

acquisition by the Government of the greater

part of the companies' interests on the termina-

tion of old contracts.

When funds are required for further capital expenditure,

the Government has the option either of

providing them or of calling on the company
to provide them. The company receives

guaranteed interest at a fixed rate on its

capital; and similar payments out of the

earnings are made to the Government. If,

after these have been made, surplus profits

remain, they are divided between the Govern-

ment and the company in the various propor-

tions provided for by the contracts. The

company's share is in all cases only a small

fraction of the Government's share.

All the contracts, except one, which is for a fixed

term of 25 years, are terminable at the option

of the Secretary of State, at specified dates;

and on termination the company's capital is

repayable at par."

The administrative control exercised by the Govern-

ment over the companies is as follows :

" The company is bound to keep the line in good repair,

in good working condition, and fully supplied with rolling-

stock, plant, and machinery j to keep the rolling-stock in
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good repair Hnd in good working condition j
and to main-

tain a sufficient staff for the purposes of the line ;
all to

the satisfaction of the Secretary of State.

The Secretary of State may require the company to

carry out any alteration or improvement in the line, or in

the working that he may think necessary for the safety of

the public or for the effectual working of the line.

The Secretary of State may require the company to

enter into agreements, on reasonable terms and conditions,

with the administrations of adjoining railways for the

exercise of running powers, for the supply to one another of

surplus rolling-stock, for the interchange of traffic and roll-

ing-stock and the settlement of through rates, and for

additions and alterations to, or the redistribution of existing

accommodation in junctions or other stations in view to

their convenient mutual use.

The train service is to be such as the Secretary of State

may require. In order to secure a general control over the

rates quoted by companies, the Secretary of State has re-

tained power to settle the classification of goods and to

authorise maximum and minimum rates within which the

companies shall be entitled to charge the public for the

conveyance of passengers and goods of each class.

The company has to keep such accounts as the Secre-

tary of State may reouire, and these are subject to audit

by the Secretary of State.

In all other matters relating to the line the company is

made subject to the supervision and control of the Secre-

tary of State, who may appoint such persons as he may
think proper for the purpose of inspecting the line, audit-

ing the accounts, or otherwise exercising the power of

supervision and control reserved to him. In particular,

the Secretary of State has the right to appoint a Govern-

ment Director to the Board of the company, with a power
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of veto on all proceedings of the Board. All the moneys
received by the company in respect of the undertaking,

whether on capital or revenue account, have to be paid

over to the Secretary of State.

All expenditure by the company has to be stated and

submitted for the sanction of the Secretary of State.

Thus, the Government has the preponderating finan-

cial interest in the lines worked by the two classes of

guaranteed companies, those formed before 1869 and re-

tained as working agencies with reduced capital after pur-

chase, and those formed on terms more favourable to the

State after 1880; it has exceedingly wide control over the

methods of working ;
and it has the right of taking pos-

session of the lines at specified times on repayment at par

of the capital of the companies.

In addition to the lines referred to above, and apart

from lines constructed by Branch line companies, Dis-

trict Boards and Indian States, two lines of some import-

ance have been constructed by companies which receive no

direct assistance by the Government, namely, the Bengal
and North-Western Railway and the Eohilkund and

Kumaon Kailway, (The Bohilkund and Kumaon Kail way

Company was guaranteed interest at 4? per cent, during

construction and received for 10 years thereafter u subsidy

of Bs. 20,000 per annum. This ceased in 1S94-.) While,

however, these companies have no guarantee or other direct

payment from the Government, they derive some advan-

tage (partly through direct participation in profits and

partly through reduction of expenses) from the fact that

the working: of certain State lines has been entrusted too

them, the Tirhoot Railway to the former company and the

Lucknow-Bareilly Railway to the latter, Their lines can be

purchased by the State in 193 k

i on terms which are differ-

ent in respect of the different sections of the lines, but are,
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on the whole* much more favourable to the companies than

those provided for in the contracts with the guaranteed

companies. Failing purchase in 1932, the lines will

become the property of the State in 1981 on terms much

less favourable to the companies. The general adminis-

trative control exercised by the State over these companies

and the control over expenditure are similar to that which

is exercised, as explained above, over guaranteed com-

panics."



CHAPTER VII.

STATE versus COMPANY MANAGEMENT.

Railways made their first appearance in this world in

Great Britain, They were the outcome of private enter-

prise. There was a great deal of opposition from land-

lords, canal companies and others against building of

railways in that country. The passing of railway bills

through both Houses of Parliament and the acquisition

of land for railway purposes were no easy matters ; and

large sums of money had to be spent in these connec-

tions. The public opinion in regard to eieation of railways

was divided, and there was no help from the Government
either financially or in the matter of grant of land for

railway purposes. Naturally, therefore, railways were

made by private capitalists, who yet remain the owners

and managers of British railways. But mainly on the

ground that the Railway Companies were given mono-

polistic rights over the roads they built, regulations were

made from time to time in order to bring the railways

under public control, exercised through the Board of

Trade and Railway Commissions (and now by the

Ministry of Transport as well), with a view to secure to

the public those rights which they could reasonably
demand of railways as public carriers. During the past

quarter of a century, there have been agitations from

time to time with a view to railways being turned from

Company lines into State lines, but so far, these endea-

vours have failed in Great Britain. Railways on the

Continent of Europe were in some cases built by the

Government, or with the aid of Government, and in other

cases by companies, which were in some instances
originally
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financed by foreign capitalists. And the main reasons

for acquisition of company-owned railwavs by the

Government (for example, Railways of Belgium or of

Switzerland) were that the people of such countries

felt that as the control of foreign companies (owning and

managing the -railways) extended beyond the Railways,

viz., to trade and industries, this was not beneficial

to the economic development of those countries.

In U.S.A., the railways were the outcome of private

enterprise, and their railroads, which are equal in their

length of mileage to the railway mileage of the rest of

the world, are the finest examples of what private enter-

prise can do for a nation in providing works of great

public utility, although such works might be created

and run mainly for the purpose of earning dividends

for the investors.

In Germany, many years before the war, the railways

were owned by the Government and worked by the

managements, which were strictly those of the Govern-

ment, They were a great asset to the finances of the old

Government in Germany and were worked for developing

Germany's trade and industries. Whatever was the fiscal

policy of the Government was also the rates policy of the

railways, which favoured German industries, German

exports and did everything to further the trade and

industries of Germany, irrespective of what the financial

results might be to the railways themselves.

So far as the British colonies and dependencies are

concerned, the railways of South Africa and East Africa,

of Australia and New Zealand are state lines, owned and

managed by the state ;
Canada had both company-owned

and state-owned railways, and to-day there is the " Cana-

dian Pacific Railway/' which like the railways of U.S.A.,

is company-owned and company-managed, but there
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are also the Canadian National Railways which are run

on commercial lines by the state.

No railway question has been so much discussed in

every country during the past 25 years as the question

as to whether company management or state management
is the best in the interests of a country, p

In no country state management or company manage-
ment of railways has been determined upon, from the

point of view of efficiency of one or the other but, truly

speaking, each country has state or company-managed

railways due to the circumstances peculiar to that country.

Where private enterprise was able to finance railways

independently of the Government, and when there were

prospects of a fair return as dividends on the capital

outlay, private enterprise was not slow in putting up

money to build railways. In cases where such private

enterprise, or rather the capitalists, were indigenous

to the country they continued to be the owners and

managers of the railways. In those countries where

the companies, who made railways were foreign, they

were, in some cases, bought out by the Government and in

others by capitalists in the country itself but in certain

instances, as for example in the case of Argentine Re-

public, the foreign companies still remain to own and

manage the railways. Circumstances peculiar to each

country decided the state or company ownership and

management of railways ; political, economic or military

consideration in each case decided for or against state

management. As the two great democratic countries like

Great Britain and U.S.A., still have company-owned!

and managed railways, which are fine illustrations of

efficiency and continuous improvement, it is now generally

held that in democratic countries it is best to have private

(i.e. 9 joint stock company-owned) railways,
as the

15
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managements of such railways are free from political in-

fluences. While not state-owned such railways are suffi-

ciently controlled by the state in the interests of the public ;

whereas if they were state-owned and state-managed the

natural tendency of the Government officials, in the event

of inefficient manage ment would have been to try to justify

the action of the Government. At present, it is held, the

Government have no such interest of their own to induce

them to be partial to the railway officials. The Govern-

ment officials now know that they are only there to control

.company railways and to see that the public interests

are well protected. Even when they have to be on the

side of the companies, such action is intended to protect

the companies against undue and unreasonable demands

of the public which, if complied with, would inflict

unnecessary burden on companies, and would thus cripple

the power of the companies to do greater good to the

community. It h as often been said that democracy and

efficiency of state- owned railways are not synonymous.

But, in the case of South African Government Railway?,

it was publicly admitted that in that country state

ownership and management of railways had achieved the

-greatest amount of good, which, it was alleged, would

not have been possible with company management or

company ownership. The broad features of the South

Africa State Railway policy are summed up as follows :

" Low rates for raw materials of manufacture, agricul-

tural produce, minerals and other raw products of the

country, with a view to stimulating agricultural and

industrial development ; special low rates for long distance

traffic on tapering rates principle; passenger fares

substantially low, particularly for suburban and long

distance traffic; low distribution rates to afford inland

traders equality of opportunity,
as regards the railway
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tariffs, in competing with coastal merchants for the

internal trade."

With the German state railways, and with the state

railways of Belgium, the recognised policy before the war

was that the railways were to be one of the main instru-

ments of furthering the interests of the industries and

trade of the country, and this was their first object, and

the earning of money was then not the primary considera-

tion. But unless such a policy is carried out judiciously,

state railways may err on the side of yielding to

public demands, irrespective of whether they are

reasonable or not, and whether or not in meeting such

demands the railways are making any profits. And there

can but be one end to such a policy, namely financial

crisis. When railways are state-owned and state-managed,

under the railway ministry of a democratic Government,

the result may be that the ministry in the long run

thinks it easy to lake the least line of resistance, until it

finds its finances adversely affected. Commercial enter-

prise and efficiency of management, economy and discipline

may be sacrificed to gain popularity with the members

of a responsible legislature, which control the destinies

of a Government, and not unoften extensions of

Railway service and of railways themselves might be made

without much consideration to financial results. Wher*

concessions are granted to one locality, to gain popularity

with a certain or a certain number of influential or power-

ful member or members representing such locality, other

localities would naturally demand similar concessions

and they too could not obviously be disappointed. But if

the railways are commercial concerns, subject to a reason-

ably strict state control, it may be pretty certain that

the stability of policy and efficiency would be maintained

without any adverse financial results. At the same time
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democratic Government can always enforce reasonably

strict control over company railways, in order to ensure

that public interests are .well served and protected. But

there is one disadvantage; purely commercial railways

will not go to territories which are undeveloped, and

would not bring in a good financial result in the near

future "without substantial aid from the Government,

either in the shape of advance of a portion of capital on

easy terms or of a guarantee of reasonable minimum

dividend on the capital laid out by companies. In such

cases, the Government generally reserves the right (and

is sometimes compelled to do so owing to financial failure

of companies) to purchase the railways eventually, and

when the subsidy paid to companies and the purchase

money are added together, it is generally seen that the

total cost is more than what it would have cost the state

to build the railways, out of state funds or from direct

state borrowings, from the beginning.

There is again another big problem in connection with

state railways. The influence of the labouring classes in

democratic countries is getting stronger, and the voting

powers of the masses will increase more and more. The

railway workmen will have the sympathy of the other

members of the labouring classes, and it is feared that

in the long run it might lead to workmen demanding
more and more wages which, however, if demanded

judiciously, would remove inequities of the past, but it is

feared that this would not be so. The demand for in-

creased wages might be carried on to such an extent as

it would make it no longer possible to run the railways

economically, and the result might be that efficient and

cheap service, combined with modernly equipped aiid

up-to-date railways, would not be possible ; the obvious

end of this must eventually be rise in rates and fares to
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meet the expenses of railways. Not only this ; it i$ stfso

thought that in the case of non-employment prevailing m a

country, owing to depression in irade, the state railways

might be called upon to employ more men thai* they

require, and this was found to be the case in the case of

German state railways after the war, until they became

company railways. On the other hand, the railway tech-

nique is advancing rapidly and the railway plant is getting

more and more standardised, and then, again, in place of

competition between railways, which was at one time

regarded to be healthy to trade and industries, combination

is getting more common (and this is very apparent from

amalgamations and grouping of railways). On tfce prin-

ciple that when business outgrows the capacity of private

individuals it passes into the hands of joint-stock com-

panies, it follows that when the business becomes bigger

still and extends over a very big area the intervention of

public authority becomes essential. Whether thi& public

authority could be made more effective by state manage-
ment or by state control, through commissions or trade

boards or railway boards of a Government, is a matter on

which it would be most difficult to pass any decided

opinion at the present moment when the railways

in many of the great countries are passing either through

a process of evolution or of revolution in the matter

of internal management (Executive and Administrative),

and as regards railway rates, Government control

and financial policy. But the fact remains that while,

on the one hand, there is demand on the part of

the users of railways, or the public and the working

classes, to nationalise the railways and to run them

as state concerns, the financial conditions and con-

siderations, on the other hand, are making it quite clear

that if railways are to be efficiently run and have to
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provide for cheap rates and fares, and are to be saved

from bankruptcy, they should either be managed by

companies or run by the state on a purely commercial

basis, i.e., with efficiency and economy. Then only they

would be able to earn a reasonable return on the capital

outlay, which would enable railways to pay interest on

borrowed capital or loans, to save money to create

depreciation funds to allow of repairs and renewals

being carried out without further borrowings, and also to

create sinking funds, where loans have to be redeemed.

Some think that amalgamation of railways is the first

step towards nationalisation of railways, i.e., amalgamation
would eventually lead to nationalisation. Amalgamation
and grouping of a large number of railways avoid many
of the wastes, such as for instance, running of trains by

parallel routes of competing railways, without there being

the necessity for such trains from the point of view of

overflowing traffic from one of the routes going over to

the other. Moreover, when contiguous railways are

brought under one control, the public benefit by long

distance trains which also effect economy in working costs,

and enable carriages to be employed in working traffic for

a longer journey ahead, instead of being kept standing at

junctions for return trips after comparatively shorter runs.

The passenger fares and goods rates, on a tapering basis,

are quoted over longer distances over the amalgamated

railway system, which naturally means lower rates and

fares. Uniformity of working is rendered more easy along

with standardisation of rolling stock, plant and equipment.

Delays to traffic at junction stations of two railways, due

to the process of taking over and making over goods

wagons, small consignments and parcels, are avoided.

These are some of the advantages that are aimed at by

the public when they ask for nationalisation of railways,
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but it has been seen, both in Great Britain and in the

United States, that sach advantages can also be secured

by means of co-operation between and amalgamations of

railway systems owned by companies. Moreover, the

interest in railways is becoming international, and as

regards uniformity of working and standardisation of

rolling stock, plant and equipment a great deal is being

achieved by the International Railway Congress Associa-

tion, in which Company Railways have played a great part

in the past. It is thus believed that if a Government

were to concentrate its energies in protecting the interests

of the public against unreasonable actions of joint stock

railway companies, the Government would render far

better service to the community, than if the Government

were to engage in the business of running commercial

concerns, such as railways, which, some say, had better be

left to private enterprue ; because state officials can hardly

get rid of red-tapism. Though it is admitted that a state

can find better educated and abler men to join state

service, because of prestige and security of service, it is

held, OQ the other hand, that it is this security of service

and promotion mainly by seniority that are the causes

that take away incentive and initiative from the officers

and employees of a state railway. In the case of com-

mercial concerns, promotion by sheer ability and merit

or on good results shown, and more pay for deserving

men are great incentives to the employees to do their best

for their employers, and as a railway can only hope to

prosper by meeting the requirements of the public and

by working in the interests of the community they (the

railways) serve it generally follows that in endeavouring

to do their best for their employers the railway employees

also do the best also for the public.

- $o far, the general aspects of the question relating to
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State versus Company management of railways have been

discussed, and it would perhaps be proper now to start with

the Indian railways and to deal with particular points that

affect them.

Indian railways, as already stated, were first started

by joipt stock companies of British domicile. Thus it

was private enterprise that built the first railways of

India, and more railways were built by railway companies

in India than by the Government, but from the beginning

such companies did not take that amount of risk which

is generally undertaken by commercial enterprise. The

railway companies that built the railways of India asked

for and were given free gifts of land (i.e., the ownership

of land was that of the Government and the guaranteed

companies' capital outlay did not include the cost thereof)

and a specific guarantee of 5, 4 or &\% minimum dividend.

This latter concession led to company officials becoming

less keen in making and working railways economically

(because companies were made secure by the guarantee

af a minimum dividend) than such officials would have

been, had they not had this feeling of security against

any loss to their employers. Therefore, in the later agree-

ments, which were made with new companies, or with

the old companies, after the old companies had been bought

out by the Government and the railways were leased

back to companies for purposes of working, the minimum

guarantee was reduced to 2, 3 and Z% . Then the com-

panies could only get a higher profit by sharing a portion

of the surplus profits (which were avai'able after meeting

all expenses) with the Government. And thus incentive

was given to companies to earn more money for railways

and to economise in working and building railways.

The railways were acouired by the Government after

25, 30 and 50 years, and, in most cases, payments were
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made by systems of annuities, and a premium of 20 or

25% ,
over and above the real value of the railway, was

included in the total money payable to the old

guaranteed companies for the purchase of railways.

After the acquisition of railways by the state, the

responsibility for finding funds for further expenditure

became that of the Government of India and of the

Secretary of State. The railways became the absolute

property of state, and naturally Government control

over such railways became more rigid. It will

thus bo seen that, so far as ownership of railways by

Government was concerned, nationalization of railways

in India was effected a long time ago, although most

railways were left to be worked by
*

lessee companies.

A few were, however, retained by the state for manage-

ment by direct state agencies. But this did not meet

with the wishes of the Indian public, and they aeked for

state management of Indian state-owned railways on

the ground that since the railways were owned by the

state (and therefore by the Indian taxpayers) there were

no reasons for employing companies to work them, and

that the railways should be managed by the real owners

(i.e.) through direct state agencies). It is true that a

small part of the capital was yet held by railway com-

panies, but it was noted that the Government, which was

owner, should not entrust the management to the

owner the company and share surplus profits

with them. But, on the other hand, another section of

people interested in and using the Indian Railways,

mainly the European mercantile community of India,

and some Indians as well, were of opinion that the sharing

of the surplus profits was not such a loss to the Govern-

ment as compared with what the loss would eventually

be by lack of incentive and want of initiative ou the

JC
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part of the managers of railways, when they come to be

run by the state, and that in the long run the nett profits

of the railways might diminish and efficiency might be

sacrificed.

The whole question was examined by a Railway com-

mittee, appointed by the Secretary of State for India, and

it was presided over by the late Sir William Acwortb, once

a great apostle of company management ; but it was his

view and also of some of his colleagues that taking into

consideration the special circumstances of the case it would

be much better that the Indiaji ^atate^pwned

sl^ould be managed ^bvJ^^a
jgi^ They arrived at this

conclusion after taking most exhaustive evidence both in

India and in England (unofficial and official). The late

Sir William Acworth was supported by four other mem-

bers, but the rest five decided in favouc of company manage-

ment ; so the committee was divHed equally in their

The late Sir William Acworth, and those who shared

his views, stated that they did not find that there was any
difference between the managements of Indian state rail-

ways by direct state agencies and of company-managed
state railways, and the Railway Board also admitted thie,

but those who held the opposite views declared that the

existence of state-managed and company-managed rail-

ways side by side in India gave the state-managed rail-

ways the incentive to keep their managements up to the

mark so as not to be below the standard of the company-
worked lines. It was, however, pointed out by the sup-

porters of state management of Indian railways that the

company management of Indian state railways was not

the same as the company management of railways of

Great Britain or of U. S. A. In the latter countries,

the railways were the absolute property of the companies
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while in the case of Indian railways the property belonged
to the state, and for this reason the state controlled the

finances and the expenditure ; and money for improve-

ments, additions and alterations came from the Govern-

ment, or through the help of the Government. Thus

the companies in India could not undertake any expendi-

ture to effect improvements in service or in earnings on its

own initiative until or unless the Government sanctioned,

and were in a position to sanction, the expenditure and

provided funds. And thus the real incentive of commer-

cial enterprise was entirely lost in the case of companies

that were managing the Indian railways. That this was

true to a great extent could not be denied, but, on the

other hand, it was also said to be possible that as the

companies looked for better profits they were able to place

before the Government such profitable proposals and

schemes which acted as inducements to the Government

to consider them favourably.

It was further contended that the railway companies

would serve the interests of the public better by trying

their best to develop the traffic, but the Indian public

bodies held the view that the policy of the Indian railways

in the past had been to encourage exports of raw materials

to foreign countries and imports of foreign products by

favourable rates to and from the ports. It was clear,

however, that this was not due to any specific design or

motive on the part of the railway companies (because

they were foreign companies) to encourage the export

and the import trade in preference to internal traffic.

But it was apparent to a certain extent that in the case

of railways (whether worked by the state or by com-

panies), which were run as commercial concerns, the main

object was to earn money, and that, this being the case, as

traffic to ports gave the railways long leads, concentrated
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wagon and train loads, and si nee imported traffic assisted to

obtain loads for empty wagons returning from the ports, the

natural tendency of the railways would be to encourage such

traffic, in preference to traffic, which was not port traffic, i.e.,

internal traffic carried for comparatively shorter distances.

The object of the state railways, it was argued at the time,

should be to work on the same lines as on which the

German state railways were working at the time, m'r,,

the first and primary object of state railways should be

to improve the economic condition of the country and

not to look mainly for profits. But since then the policy of

the German railways has been altered, and the same

has happened to railways in other parts of the continent

of Europe, mainly because of financial crisis, and the

altered policy is said to be summed up as follows :

" The primary object of railways should be to so fix

the rates and fares as to earn a reasonable dividend on

the capital outlay, without of course impeding the progress

of the economic condition of the country so long as this

could be done without loss of a reasonable return to the

railway on ifcs investment."

It was once observed, many years ago, that the interests

of a railway company and those of the Government were

not identical in many respects. It was pointed out that

while a company might be content to earn 30,000 pies

(P,a. 156-0-0) by carrying 10,000 passengers at 3 pies per

mile, the Government, which would be naturally interested

in seeing that railways were made useful to as large a

number of people as state railways could serve, might
allow 30,000 pies to be earned by carrying 30,000 passen-

gers at I pie per mile, if the railway could afford this

without incurring loss or seriously minimising the profits.

It was, however, eventually accepted that as high rates

and high profits were not synonymous, aud since low profit
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per unit, repeated several times on a larger volume of

business, meant in the long run a larger aggregate nett

gain than lesser business at high* rates, it would not be to

the interests of a railway company to charge such rates

arid fares as would impede or impair the development of

the railway business.

The Indian public opinion against company manage-
ment of Indian railways was mainly based on the ground,

that state management would be more amenable to Indian

public opinion than company management would be, and

that as the state was the owner of railways the public

should reap the full advantage of the Indian railways in

the matter of making them useful to develop India's

resources and economic condition to their fullest extent,

by grant of more favourable rates to Indian enterprise,

local trade and Indian industries, and by Indianising the

higher railway services. At the time the Acworth Railway

Committee made its investigations it was possible to shew

that more Indians were employed in the higher services of

the state-worked state railways than there were in the

service of the company-worked state lailways. ^he

defence of the companies was that as Indians were found

suitable they were being employed in the higher services,

and that the company railway policy in this respect was

changing on the side of more Indianisation
;
the companies

argued that in the past the absence of Indians in the

higher services was not on the ground of racial prejudices

but on account of efficiency. Sir William Acworth and

those of his colleagues, who agreed with his views, held

that as the railways were owned practically by the Indian

tax-payers it was not unreasonable that the Indian

public should demand Indianisation of the higher services

and that the evidence before the Committee showed that this

had been more possible in the case of state-worked state
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railways than in the case of company-worked state railways.

In Germany, even under the present company management,
no permanent employee, is allowed to be in Kailway
service unless he is a German. The bulk of Indian public

supporting state management laid stress on the point that

state railways were more useful in furthering the national

interests of Indians than company lines could be. The

supporters of company management practically held the

view that as the country became more democratic and the

masses came into more powers, undue influence might be

brought to bear from the political side in connection with

railway internal management, which might result in in-

efficiency and want of discipline and loss in railway earn-

ings, which would reduce the powers of a railway to do

good/to the country,

\/The Acworth group of the Railway Committee (con-

sisting of the late Sir William Acworth and four other

members) recommended state management of state-owned

railways in India and the rest (viz., the other five mem-

bers) supported company management and suggested that

there should be, in future, companies of Indian domicile,

but the strongest argument against su^h company manage-

ment was that they would not be companies in any

real sense of the word because the greater part of the

finances would be those of the Government and that,

therefore, the control of the Government would remain as

rigid as before, so that the real benefit of commercial and

private enterprise would be lost. Both the recommenda-

tions were placed before the Indian Legislative Assembly,

who by a great majority of votes declared in favour of

state management. The Government of India and the

Secretary of State for India, acting on this recommendation,

tojk over the two great railway systems, the G. I. P. Bail-

way and the E. I. Railway, under direct state management.
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on the expiry of their contracts with the companies,

and the Government were thus able to effect the amal-

gamation of O. & R. Railway (a state railway) with the

E. I. Railway, which, it is expected, would lead to good

results in the long run, although it must be pointed out

that so far one of the main advantages of one ownership

and management, viz., the application of tapering scales of

goods rated on through distances over the E. I. R., and the

O. & R. R., has not yet come, But when the G. I. P. Ry.,

and the Indian Midland Railway were amalgamated this

advantage was given to the public very soon.

The Acworth Railway Committee also unanimously

recomm ended the separation of the railway budget from

the general budget, and this change has already been

effected. Vide Chapter I of this book.

It may be useful to mention here that in the contract

of the newly formed company, which has taken over the

German state railways and is managing them as commer-

cial concerns, the following clause appears :

" The rights of supervision and control of the opera-

tion and tariffs of the Railways reserved to the Govern-

ment by the present law shall never be so exercised by the

Government as to prevent the Company earning a net

revenue adequate to secure the regular payment of interest

and sinking fund on the bonds and the preference

shares.
"

A railway or railways of a country are the arteries of

trade and industries', and the flow of traffic through them

should be even and continuous, and this can only be done

if the management is efficient and the rates and fares are

reasonable. Interference and control of Legislature over

Railways of a country are essential so long as they are in

public interests, and do not tie the hands of the managers

too tightly, whether the railways are company-owned QV
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state-owned. But when the railways are state-owned the

Legislature in a democratic country is naturally res-

ponsible both for efficiency in management and for their

finances ; and they are again required to see that the

safety of the public and the charges to the public are

fair and reasonable. If these can be attained by state

railways which are already there, it is surely the best,

but if company ownership of a purely Indian character,

can at any time develop and purchase the Indian State

Railways and give efficient service and cheap rates and

fares it would be equally good, because it would make the

Indian people more enterprising and self-reliant, so long as

such companies do not ask for any subsidy from the

Government either in the shape of free gift of land or a

guarantee of minimum dividend, but such companies should

be Indian-owned and Indian-managed, and until such a

thing comes state management of state railways is the

best.












